
Archived News 2013 
 

Wessex LeAF Jnr Men 
 
The U18 Jnr Men coached by Vangelis Koutouleas won all 3 of their pool matches and 
qualified for the Semi-Final where they matched up against Boswells in a repeat of the 2013 
National Cup Final. 
 
Wessex LeAF 2 - 0 Black Country (25-9, 25-19) 
 
Wessex LeAF 2 - 1 Nottingham Rockets (25-20, 23-25, 15-11) 
 
Wessex LeAF 2 - 0 Chadwell Heath Academy (25-18, 25-23) 
 
In the semi final game against Boswells, the junior men unfortunately lost out. 
 
Wessex LeAF 0 - 2 Boswells (19-25, 20-25) 
 

Wessex LeAF Jnr Women 
 
The U18 Jnr Women coached by Maike Elzinga won 2 of their 3 pool matches to secure 
themselves a spot in the Semi-Final match against Tameside in a rematch of last years 
National Cup Semi Final 
 
Wessex LeAF 2 - 0 North Riding Eagles (25-16, 25-18) 
 
Wessex LeAF 0 - 2 Black Country (18-25, 17-25) 
 
Wessex LeAF 2 - 0 Malory Eagles (25-21, 25-13) 
 
In the semi final game against Tameside the junior women unfortunately lost out against 
Tameside. 
 
Wessex LeAF 1 - 2 Tameside (20-25, 25-22, 13-15)  
 
Despite close Semi-Finals, 3rd place is still a fantastic achievement in the National Cup. 
Congratulations to all involved. 
 

Wessex too sharp for Sheffield 
 
Wessex LeAF BU 3 – 0 Sheffield Hallam (25-21, 25-18, 25-22) 
 
Saturday 14th December was the last game for the Wessex LeAF BU Men for 2013 in what 
has been a great start in the Super 8s league. Wessex were up against a strong Sheffield 
Hallam who had inflicted only the second defeat on Wessex this season just a few weeks 
ago. Out for revenge, Wessex fielded a fully fit and strong squad in an attempt to stop 
Sheffield’s Olympians Joel Miller and Dami Bakare, who stared at their home venue as the 
heart of the Sheffield team. 
 
Wessex started with Ben Pipes, Miguel Espinoza, Oli Kimber, Phil Smith, Kirk Pitman, Dan 
Hunter and the Libero Ryan Stout. The first set started well with both teams trading point for 
point, a net band ace by Hunter saw the home side take the lead and Wessex led 8-7 going 
into the first technical timeout. Some good defence plays from the Wessex team saw the 
score gap widen. Strong hitting from Pitman and Espinoza on the wings helped edge the 



team closer to taking the first set, leading 16 – 13 at the second time out. Sheffield couldn’t 
stop the bombardment of attacks from Espinoza on the wing and Wessex took the first set 
25-21. 
 
Wessex knew they had to maintain the momentum and started the second set on the attack. 
Strong hitting through the middle by Kimber and Smith piled on the pressure giving Wessex 
a lead going into the first technical time out at 8-5. Some more good serving from Pipes 
pushed the Wessex lead further ahead leading 16 – 10 at the second technical time out. The 
serve receive unit of Pitman, Stout and Hunter continued to deliver the ball for Pipes to set 
the attack. Wessex continued to pile on the pressure in the middle of the court through 
Kimber and Smith avoiding the two Olympians on the other side of the net. The Wessex 
middles proved too powerful and Sheffield were unable to find a solution giving Wessex a 
break and enabling them to close out the set 25-18. 
 
The third set saw the same 6 players remain in the action against a visibly deflated Sheffield 
side. With the home support providing extra encouragement for the team to keep the 
pressure on. The points bounced between the teams with Wessex gaining the upper hand 
through strong side out passing from Stout and big attacks from Kimber, Smith and Espinoza 
pushing the team ever closer to the 3-0 win. Wessex led 8 – 6 and the pushed into a 16-14 
lead at the second technical. Serving mistakes from Sheffield added to their pressure and 
tactical serving gave Wessex ppportunities in the blocking which they took full advantage of. 
Koko Stoimenov replaced Smith after his first match back since Northumrbia. Leading 23-21 
Stoimenov gets the defence of his life off the Sheffield wing attack. The ball flies up over the 
net and all of the Sheffield players into the corner of the court to give Wessex the set and 
match point 24-21. A side out from Sheffield pulled a point back but it was not enough and a 
big block from Kimber secured the set and the 3-0 win for the Men’s team. 
 
Captain Hunter said “This is a great result for us, it was a much more disciplined approach to 
the game in all aspects. We all took responsibility for what the team expected from us and 
today we delivered a fantastic result and took all 3 points from the match. Having Ben Pipes 
back in the line up helps us imensly and gives the team another dynamic and height 
advantage. It’s a great way to finish 2013 and I thank our supporters and volunteers for 
being so amazing.” 
 

Double Success for Wessex U16 Girls 
 
The latest round of the South West Ladies League matches took the Wessex U16 girls to 
Lavington School in Wiltshire for matches against Royal Wootton Bassett and Bristol. 
Following a very encouraging and much improved team performance the previous week in 
Exeter, Wessex Girls coach Dave Gunter's Team "focus / aim" for the day was to "play 
aggressively, serve deep and importantly to be competitive in both matches". 
 
Match 1 - Royal Wootton Bassett v Wessex (1 - 3) 
 
25 - 23 / 16 - 25 / 17 - 25 / 16 - 25 
 
Match 1 saw the Wessex girls play Royal Wootton Bassett (RWB). After a somewhat 
nervous start, Wessex found themselves very quickly behind 4-1, before settling into the 
match and levelling the score at 5-5. A 6 six point scoring run through a combination of 
attacks from Wenna Grigg on the outside, Amber Davies through the middle and Lizzie 
Wyatt - opposite, controlled by team captain and setter Lois Chitticks on the Tess Power 
serve put the girls into a commanding 5-11 lead. However, a similar run of opposition 
attacking serving / general play, saw RWB pull the set back to 10-11 before Chitticks halted 
the run with a cleverly disguised dump into an uncovered mid court. Points were exchanged 
from here all the way to 17-17 when the Wessex girls then moved away 20-17 on the Davies 



serve. Again RWB eased themselves back into contention before Wessex checked the 
opposition scoring and slipped into a 21-23 lead. Unfortunately from this potentially set 
winning position, a strong serving display from the same opponent whose service had earlier 
led RWB back into the set put the girls under repeated pressure and the set was lost 25-23. 
Despite the set loss, the girls had tried hard to concentrate on the "focus areas" discussed 
by the coaching team. The area of the game to improve upon was clearly the receipt of 
serve and the in-play pass to the setter to bring the middle hitters into the game more and 
allow Chitticks to vary the attacking play. 
 
The same first set starting 6 lined up for the second set, however the coaching team had 
made subtle changes to the rotation which would hopefully help Wessex get off to a better 
start in the set. A tight start to the set saw Wessex move into a 1-5 lead, before RWB 
gradually eased themselves back into the set at 7-7. Again points were exchanged to 10-10 
when Wessex upped the standard of play, playing their best volleyball so far in the match. 
Chitticks was able to bring Power and Davies more into the match through the middle, while 
Georgie Coooper and Grigg attacked steadily on the outside and Wyatt kept the opposition 
defence busy with some deep hitting through the opposite. Holly Merrifield, playing as libero 
for the first time this season held the defence together well; Mellisa Hangar replaced Wyatt, 
as the score advanced to 15-20. Wessex levelled the match from here, winning the set 16-
25. 
 
Set 3 began with the 6 that finished the second set. With Wessex moving immediately into a 
0 - 4 lead, RWB never got to within 3 points of Wessex, who continued to play the organised 
attacking and resolute defensive volleyball that allowed them to win the second set, soon 
finding themselves 10-16 in the lead. The coaching team introduced Izzy Hall and Beth 
Pardon (libero) into the match, ensuring that all of the squad were involved at some stage in 
this match. Remaining in control of this set, Wessex went on to win 17-25, playing more of 
the varied attacking and defensively organised (and entertaining) volleyball which the girls 
are now beginning to play on a regular basis. 
 
Wessex went into the fourth set 1-2 up and keen to close out this match in four sets, mindful 
of the fact that they had still to play another match. The set was started steadily by both 
sides with the score reaching 10-10, in what appeared no time at all. Importantly, Wessex 
were never behind up to this point in the set, where again playing some of their best 
volleyball they moved the score to 12-21. Following a couple of substitutions, ensuring more 
participation from the girls on the bench, Wessex conceded a few points, before settling and 
running out winners of the set 16-25, and the match 1-3. 
 
Amber Davies was nominated the MVP. 
 
Match 2 - Bristol v Wessex (1 - 3) 
 
With a first match win under their belts the girls started in a confident and buoyant mood 
against Bristol, however they suffered an early setback at 1-3 down as first match MVP 
Amber Davies had to leave the game due to illness. The girls soon regrouped though and 
fought their way to a 11-9 lead. Bristol however were fighting for every point ensuring the 
girls had to work had throughout a very close set and at 22-24 down they also had to hold 
their nerve! Captain Lois Chitticks certainly did as she stepped up to serve a few point later 
with the score 24-25. Her accurate serving meant Bristol were unable to set up an effective 
attack and with the Wessex attack working well meant an excellent 27-25 set win. 
 
The second set was close early on, before Bristol pulled away to lead 13-16, the Wessex 
girls dug deep though and overturned the deficit taking a 17-16 lead before finally closing the 
set out 25-23. Another excellent team performance and the girls were on course for a 



second win of the day, Bristol however had not read the script as they fought back, taking 
the third set 22-25. 
 
The Wessex girls were determined to achieve their goal of the day though -back to back 
wins- and came out fired up for set four. Early in the set the scores remained close with 
neither team able to gain a significant lead. At 16-17 to Wessex the set could have gone 
either way, but fine serving from Wenna Grigg and Georgie Cooper backed up by excellent 
team play took the score to 23-19. Wessex finally closing the set out 25-21. 
 
Lois Chitticks was nominated MVP and is now topping the leagues MVP table. 
 

Wessex V Salford and Ashcombe Weekend Match Report 
 
Wessex Rocare women finished for Christmas with a double victory, taking them to 2nd in 
England’s top division of National League, the Super 8’s. The home double header finished 
with two wins for Wessex Rocare against Ashcombe Dorking and Salford Manchester 
leaving Wessex Rocare second in the league in the run up for the New Year. 
 
Saturday’s fixture against Ashcombe was a solid 3-0 win, with Wessex Rocare dominating 
from the service line and taking the first set 25-13. The second set was not so impressive but 
Wessex Rocare showed mental strength and determination and took the set 25-23. The last 
set Wessex Rocare found their momentum again with some good defense from Grimson 
and S. Palmer and a solid attack through the middle by Smith, Wessex Rocare took the set 
and the match at 25-18. 
 
Sunday’s game against Salford was always going to be unpredictable one, however Wessex 
Rocare found their momentum from the previous game and took the first set 25-15. The 
second set was much the same, with a strong attack by Beddows, Wessex Rocare 
dominated from the outset, taking the set 25-18. The third set showed Wessex Rocare to be 
unstoppable, taking an 8-1 lead by the first technical time out from strong serving by double 
MVP V. Palmer. Wessex Rocare finished the weekend with two solid 3-0 wins, putting them 
in a strong position for the start of 2014 where they will be facing their rivals Polonia Ealing 
in the Cup quarter-finals. 
 

Wessex battle through Derby Day 3-1 (25-23, 21-25, 27-25, 25-16) 
 
Saturday 7th December saw the Wessex LeAF BU Men travel away to local rivals, SGTV 
Solent, for the first Super8 derby match of the 2013/14 season. It was set to be a great game 
with Wessex middle, Koko Stoimenov returning to his old club. 
 
In the first set Wessex Men started with a familiar line up of, Alex Chevau, Miguel Espinoza, 
Oli Kimber, Koko Stoimenov, Andrea Ivanov, Dan Hunter and Ryan Stout. The side has an 
average age of just 22 years, which was pushed up due to the 35th birthday of Wessex 
setter Alex Chevau! Wessex started slowly in the first set and a few passing and service 
mistakes put them on the back foot. The team fought hard and came back into the game 2 
points behind at the second technical. Smart side out play and a good run of serves from 
Captain Hunter helped close the gap. The introduction of Kirk Pitman steadied the Wessex 
team and some powerful hits finished the set off 25-23. 
 
The second set Wessex started off strong with a good service run and some nice defence 
from libero Stout. 8-6 ahead at the first technical side out the team began to break away with 
some more big hits but this time from Kimber. Wessex Introduced Rob Flay into the game to 
change the attack set up but at 11-7 up, Wessex started making mistakes and Solent piled 



on the pressure. Wessex were unable to respond and saw their advantage disappear losing 
the set 25-21. 
 
The third set saw some close play from both teams with the score 8-7 at the first technical 
time out. Hunter and Pitman attacked well on the wings with some big defence from Kimber 
enabled Wessex to creep in front. Solent never gave up and scrapped for every point 
challenging Wessex. A double sub saw Chevau return and the introduction of LeAF 
Academy Athlete Nathan Fullerton to give the team more attacking options at the net. 24-21 
up the team needed one side out to secure the 3rd set. 2 tough serves and a block from 
Solent levelled the score at 24-24. Solent then crept ahead 25-24, only for a big side out hit 
from Pitman to level the scores back at 25-25. A good service and block from Stoimenov 
followed by an error from Solent finished the set 27-25 to give Wessex a 2 -1 lead. 
 
In the fourth set setter Chevau took the game to Solent from the service line, storming to a 5-
1 lead. With the momentum behind them from the previous set, the Wessex Men piled 
pressure on the home side. Good blocking and some big hits coming from all angles of the 
court meant Wessex led at both technical time outs. Powerful attacks from Espinoza 
followed by great blocking from Pitman and Stoimenov pushed Wessex's lead ever further. A 
disciplined and clinical finish from the Wessex side saw them finish the final set 25-16 and 
take the match 3 - 1. 
 

Wessex Rocare 3 - 0 Bristol Ladies 
 
Rocare sail through the third round of the national cup into the quarter finals after a 
convincing 3-0 win over the division one side Bristol ladies. Although missing a couple of 
familiar players the Rocare ladies still confirmed a strong win with the starting team Palmer, 
Grimson, Smith, Simpson, Butcher, Beddows and Crane (libero). The first set began well 
with a lot of strong serving and defensive play, putting the opposition under a lot of pressure 
from the outset. Attacks from both wings from Palmer and Beddows showed a weakness in 
the oppositions play which Rocare preceded to target throughout the game. After a shaky 
sideout at the second technical timeout, Butcher controlled the play setting up attacks for 
both Smith and Grimson who ended the set 25-20. 
 
The second set allowed the Rocare ladies to fully portray their skill and confidence as the 
blockers took out the oppositions hits time after time. Three blocks from Smith and Grimson 
added pressure to the crumbling Bristol side which showed as their hitters tried to find other 
options. Throughout the set a strong cover and pass from Crane allowed Butcher to find all 
options and work the entire attack. Palmer, as always was strong through the outside killing 
4 balls in a row, showing her dominance in the front row, backed up by a brilliant serving run 
by Beddows to take the Rocare ladies into the second timeout. Jeffery replaced Butcher 
which allowed Beddows to set and control the play. Finding Simpson in the middle as well as 
Jeffery gave the Rocare ladies the lead as well as the second set, comfortably 25-11. The 
third set was much the same as the second set with the dominance and confidence very 
much on the Rocare side. Throughout even the scrappy rallies, Grimson picked up 
impossible balls and Palmer killed them through the outside. Another 8 point serving run by 
Beddows bought the team through to the end of the set 25-17. 
This puts the ladies in good confidence for next weekend where they face both Ashcome 
and City of Salford ladies in the battle for top of the league. 
Wessex Rocare 3-0 Bristol ladies. 25-20, 25-11, 25-17. 
 
MVP- Emma Crane 
 

Wessex LeAF BU 3 - 0 London Docklands 
 



Saturday 30th November saw the Wessex LeAF BU Men travel to London Docklands as 
they began their 2013-2014 National Cup campaign. The reigning Champs, recently 
promoted to the Super 8 division were drawn up against the only team that defeated them 
during the 2012-2013 season. Wessex Men have had mixed results losing 2 of the past 3 
matches against strong opposition of Team Northumbria and Sheffield so it was important 
the team were fully focused and prepared going into the game. 
 
The first set saw the return of Team GB Captain Ben Pipes back into the starting line up for 
his first match of the season in the setting position. Pipes was joined by Miguel Espinoza, Oli 
Kimber, Koko Stoimenov, Dan Hunter, Andrea Ivanov and the Libero Ryan Stout. 
 
The team started slowly and gave Docklands an easy introduction to the game with some 
silly errors. 6-8 down at the first technical time out the Wessex team knew they needed to 
get a grip on the game early on and display their dominance. Big blocks from Pipes and 
Stoimenov lead the way in defence, backed up by some impressive side out play by Kimber 
and Espinoza stacking up the points for Wessex took them into the second technical time 
out 16-14. More pressure from the service line and some smart attacking from Ivanov 
allowed Wessex to pile the pressure onto the home side and take the first set 25-17. 
 
The second set started similarly with Wessex going 5-1 down early on. A smart time out by 
Head Coach Vangelis Koutouleas to refocus the team on the game, with some nice side out 
and defence attacks from Hunter got Wessex back into the game and go ahead into 
technical time out at 8-7 up. Wessex continued to push away during the set and was 16-12 
up at the second technical through some great defence plays with Pipes connecting well with 
Kimber and Stoimenov. The lead allowed the introduction of some LeAF Elite Athlete 
Academy Juniors into the side, Vasilis Mandalaris making his return into the team since 
London Malory and Issa Batrane making his the debut. Wessex won the second set 25-21. 
 
  
 
The starting line up changed in the third set with Alex Chevau replacing setter Ben Pipes 
and immediately having an impact with 5 unreturned service points giving Wessex a 5-0 
lead. Disciplined side out play with solid passing from the Libero Ryan Stout kept Wessex in 
control of the game. Rob Flay came in for Alex Chevau mid set and immediately had an 
impact on the team. Fast setting and getting the middle players into the game. A massive 
cross over attack where Stoimenov took the block allowing Flay to combine with Hunter who 
finished the ball and all but finished Docklands off. A big swing from Mandalaris finished the 
set 25-15 and the match 3-0. 
 

Wessex BU Men Season Update 
 
September soon rolled around after a busy summer for many Wessex players who had 
competed successfully on the beach, both on the Volleyball England Beach Tour and in 
European competition. 2012-2013 National League Division one and National Cup winners 
Matt Hunter and Carl Butcher had already penned their names on the squad list for the 
Wessex 2nd team in order to fulfil their ambitions of playing regular volleyball and would look 
to boost the quality of a squad who had struggled for consistency and wins in the previous 
season in Division 2 South. After a team meeting with a number of senior players, the aim 
for the season was voiced – to create a young, English team who would run themselves, 
enjoy their volleyball and win the league and therefore promotion to Division One. 
 
The season started brightly with a home game against a Portsmouth based Horndean team, 
taking the 1st 2 sets comfortably and looking like a team who could not be stopped. The 
addition of Lewie Lett as coach gave the team a leader on the bench they could look to for 
ideas, alongside Joel Roberts and Matt Hunter, both young but very powerful hitters who 



gave the team an outlet of consistent points. Errors crept in as well as changes for the away 
team who pulled the game back to 2 sets all. A nail-biting 5th set went all the way with 
Wessex saving 5 match points thanks to brilliant serving from the Greek wonder kid, Orfeas. 
Wessex scrapped for every point and managed to create a number of match points for 
themselves but failed to take the initiative. Then a refereeing blunder on another Wessex 
match point allowed Horndean back into the game and eventually took it 22-20. A 
disappointing start to the season but after very few training sessions there were a lot of 
positives for Lewie and his team to take back to the court for training. 
 
The squad had a week to prepare for their next match against another local team, Team 
Southampton. Again Wessex showed their dominance, with Aaron Walrond having the game 
of his life in reception and attack. This was backed up by the rest of the squad allowing 
Wessex to fly into a 2 set lead. Carl Butcher who took over the player coach role for this 
game had some wise words during the team talk in a hope to push his squad on to a 3-0 
win. This was not to be as Southampton turned things around to take the 3rd set. However, 
stand in setter Ryan Stout put Wessex into an 8-0 lead thanks to strong serving and 
powerful hitting from Carl Butcher and Wessex never looked back, taking the match and 
their 1st win of the season. 
 
Another away game the following week gave a chance to the players who hadn’t been given 
much court time a chance to show what they had against a very poor Guildford team. Ryan 
Jones was the star man for this game with huge hits, big blocks and strong serving, leading 
the team to a 3-0 victory. Edd Evans also had a great game, killing almost every ball he was 
set and showing his dominance front court. This game was also important as the recent 
signing of ex-Wessex boy Bobby Hudson was given his first cap of the season, joining from 
local super 8 side Solent. The experience and quality that Bobby would bring to the squad 
would be invaluable to a squad looking to push their way up the leagues. 
 
Another routine 3-0 victory a week later against a Solent 2nd team also allowed another new 
signing and another ex-Wessex player Richie Collins to showcase why he would be so 
important to this squad. Ryan Palmer had now nailed his name on the libero shirt and 
showing why, excellent control in serve receive and defence as well as leading his back row 
players allowed confidence to flow through the team who were starting to look like a team 
who could be promoted. 
 
A double header the following weekend against an unbeaten Cardiff team and Solent who 
had been defeated the week previously was marred by the news that in form hitter Carl 
Butcher wouldn’t be able to play as he had rolled his ankle in training the previous night 
meaning reinforcements had to be brought in from the Under 18’s LeAF squad. In form hitter 
Issa Batrane and middle hitter Will Van Wingerden showed their worth alongside fellow 
under 18’s player Joel Roberts as Wessex fought out for a hard but well deserved victory 
against Cardiff 3-1 and another comfortable 3-0 win against Solent. 
 
In what was one of the hardest games of the 1st half of the season, the squad travelled to 
Essex with minimal squad numbers due to players having numerous commitments. Wessex 
were all at sea in the 1st set but again showed their amazing team spirit, grit and 
determination to take the next 2 sets. Again Essex fought hard and took it to the 5th. Stand 
in Coach Carl Butcher took a risk with the rotation and changed it hoping to give his side the 
advantage front court which luckily paid off. Thanks to some excellent defending Wessex 
changed ends 8-7 up and then pushed hard with tough serving from all players allowing a 
line over roll shot from in form Joel Roberts to take the set and the match 3-2. 
 
The squad again travelled away to London to play top of the table Richmond with a strong 
squad of 12 players. Hard work at training and a strict game plan thanks to Coach Lewie and 
his new Ipad App meant the team ran the game how they wanted to and dominated in all 



areas, especially serving which had been a strong point of the squad in all of their games. 
Ryan Jones was having another good game with Richie Collins distributing the ball well to 
use all of his hitting options. The side controlled the game and came away with another 3-0. 
With the sad news that Greek sensation Orfeas would no longer be playing with the side for 
the season we bid him farewell but on a high, top of the league and playing good volleyball. 
 
The final game of the year came against another local team, New Forest who had been 
propping up the table for the majority of the year due to the low number of games they had 
played. This was a fantastic chance for all players to get court time, most noticeably Rob 
Duckmanton who had been the heartbeat of the team for the season alongside BU student 
Joseph Menson who had come in to show why he deserved the starting place as hitter. He 
took this opportunity well, dunking his fellow middle hitter and causing big problems in the 
attacking department. Bobby Hudson, Joel Roberts, Carl Butcher and Ryan Jones were 
steady as ever, causing problems from the start in attack, allowing them to push for another 
3-0 away day victory. This game saw Matt Hunter return to the court after a number of 
months out following knee surgery. This can only be a positive step forward as Matt will be 
an integral part of the squad. 
 

Wessex Rocare 3 - 0 Team South Wales (25-21, 25-18, 25-23) 
 
MVP: Jess Grimson 
Coming off the back of a big performance against the league leaders, Wessex Rocare were 
feeling confident heading North West to take on newly promoted Team South Wales. A 
strong warm up saw Wessex take a positive start to the game with some pin point serving 
from Tinker. This backed up with a strong front court with some big hits from Simpson in the 
middle. Team South Wales managed to counter, causing a few problems with their back 
court hitting, although quickly read and picked up from Arnold meant the set finished 25-21. 
After the first set Wessex had finally settled into the game showcasing some big blocks from 
Smith preventing attacks from all areas of the court. Some steady play from Beddows and 
Grimson allowing Palmer to continue her run at the baseline. Team South Wales tried to 
fight back but Wessex forced many errors and eased through the set finishing 25-18. 
 

Wessex LeAF BU 3 - 0 Coventry / Warwick Riga (25-15, 25-21, 25-17) 
 
Wessex went into their first double header of the season looking to get back to winning ways 
after their recent defeat to reigning champions Northumbria. The first match was away to a 
struggling Warwick Riga side so the team were hopeful of a victory and started well, gaining 
a good lead in the first set which they held throughout and ran out comfortable winners 25-
15. 
 
The second set was a much closer affair, with Warwick stepping up their play. Wessex 
started to make errors and at the first technical timeout were 8-4 behind. Warwick held their 
lead to 15-11 until Wessex found their stride again. With Andrea Ivanov serving, Wessex 
won the next 6 points in a row, and with excellent hitting from Miguel Espinoza, marched to a 
25-21 second set victory. 
 
The second set had broken the Warwick team and Wessex had found their rhythm which 
showed as they reached the first technical timeout 5 points ahead in the 3rd. The home team 
we struggling and Wessex were now playing consistently, with good passing from the libero 
and wing hitters. Wessex closed out the set 25-17 and got the 3 – 0 win they were looking 
for without paying to their full ability and knowing an improved performance was needed in 
order to get a result against a stronger Sheffield team. 
 



Captain Hunter said "It's great to get our first 3-0 victory behind the team and give everyone 
the opportunity to play in this game. Still a lot of work to do as we continue to build during the 
season. 
 

Wessex LeAF BU 0 - 3 Sheffield (20-25, 25-27, 19-25)  
 
On Sunday Wessex travelled another 60 miles north for their second match of the weekend 
against Sheffield who included Joel Miller and Dami Bakare, both representatives of the 
Great British Olympic team, so everyone expected this would be a tough game. Sheffield 
started strongly, and put a lot of pressure on the passing unit of Wessex with strong serving. 
This knocked the Wessex confidence and errors began to creep into their play. Wessex 
couldn't halt the Sheffield attack and fell to a 25-20 defeat. 
 
Wessex needed to up their game in the second and they did even though still not playing to 
their full potential they were communicating better and took a 2 point lead early in the set. 
With excellent passing, the middles of Kimber and Stoimenov came into the game and 
helped Wessex to a 23-21 lead. The set looked like it was going to Wessex, however 
Sheffield fought back to 23-23. With 2 good middle attacks, 1 from each side, the scores 
were locked at 24 all. The referee called a handling error which gave Sheffield a 1 point 
advantage and enraged the Wessex players and coach which was punished with a red card 
for their complaints and another point was awarded to Sheffield handing them the second 
set. 
 
Sheffield exploited this and gave Wessex an uphill climb in the third to try and save the 
match but the team were low on motivation after the way the second set was lost and 
Sheffield raced through the third set with little resistance and ran out 3-0 winners. This was a 
disappointing result for Wessex who will hope to get back to winning ways after 2 loses in 
the last 3 games. 
 

 Wessex Rocare 0 - 3 Team Northumbria 
 
The Wessex ladies suffered a tough but valiant 3-0 loss this weekend against a strong 
Northumbria team who now stand at the top of the league. Starting six Palmer, Grimson, 
Smith, Simpson, Tinker, Beddows and Arnold (libero) went 8-3 down at the first technical 
timeout missing out on points by the smallest margins. Relentless attack from Northumbria 
was picked up consistently by the passing unit with great pick-ups from Arnold, allowing 
Tinker to run three point play and for strong counter attack from both Grimson and Palmer. 
Rocare saw some brilliant play through the middle with space being found by Simpson on a 
number of occasions. Although the fight and consistent positive attitude was present, the 
margin was too great for the Rocare ladies to catch up on and went 1-0 down at 25-18. 
 
The second set was similar, both teams traded points but a strong service run from Simpson 
took the Rocare ladies into the first technical timeout at 8-7. A lot of big blocking in the 
middle from Smith along with huge home crowd support and cheering gave Wessex 
momentum and confidence as their class began to show. Grimson dominated the line from 
the outside set up by on point passing and defence from Palmer and Arnold. Beddows took 
out a couple of line shots and opened up a blocking gap for the other hitters to use and 
attack. As the set progressed, the experience of Northumbria showed as they began to 
dominate the front and back court and took the set 25-18 again. 
 
Going into the third set the Rocare ladies still had strong hope, confidence and will as they 
powered through the first timeout. Unforced errors were kept to a minimum as Tinker took 
control of the game and played balls to the strong outside team of Grimson and Palmer, with 
blocking still up Smith took out both sides of the Northumbria attack with 3 kill blocks in 5 



points. As the set progressed side out and point trading was kept close and the score was 
always within 2 of each other. At 20-20 the Northumbria side again took control and 
dominated the attack ending the set, and game at 25-22. 
 
The Rocare ladies will regroup at training this week taking a lot of positive from their 
performance and concentrate on their next game. They take on team south wales on 
Saturday away. 
 
Wessex 0- 3 Northumbria (25-18, 25-18, 25-22)  
MVP- Dani Simpson 
 
 
 

Wessex LeAF BU 1 - 3 Team Northumbria 
 
The atmosphere at Oakmead School was electric in the build-up to the game, with high 
expectations for a quality and close encounter. The supporters would not be disappointed. 
After losing the first point, Wessex created a 2 point lead due to some excellent attacking 
from the wings. Kimber was playing well in attack both in front and back court, and was well 
supported by Hunter and Pitman. Many of the rallies were impressive, whether it be a lung 
busting point or an efficient and powerful sideout. Wessex managed to extend their lead and 
eventually ran out comfortable winners of the first set 25-17. 
 
The second set was full of high level action again, with Northumbria upping their game to 
match that of Wessex. Pete Bakare, GB Olympian was in scintillating form for the away 
team, winning many points through the middle of the court. The whole of the set was a close 
fought battle and at 24-24 it basically came down to who could perform at the business end 
of the set. The teams got to 25-25 and then a service error from Wessex and then a block 
from the away team sealed the second set 27-25 to the away team. 
 
At 1 set all the game was now open and ready for the taking by both teams. Team 
Northumbria started well, with good wing hitting and solid blocking. Wessex introduced Flay 
and Espinoza, which helped to bridge the gap to 21-21. Once again it came down to the final 
points in the set and with Wessex getting to 24-22, it looked as though they were going to 
take the set, however a missed serve and an ace from Northumbria meant the set would 
continue. The teams traded points to 25-25, and again Northumbria showed their top flight 
experience and closed out the set with a block. 
 

Wessex LeAF U18 Men Qualify to Last 8s 
 
LeAF Wessex Jnr Men A 
 
Leaf Wessex’s first game was against Wessex B. It was a bad start for us with a lot of 
mistakes at the beginning of the first set. This gave Wessex Leaf B an opportunity to close in 
on our score, and at the middle of the first set it was hanging in the balance. After that 
everyone concentrated more and the first set went to us easily. In the second set the team 
started with strong service making Wessex B make a lot of passing mistakes. This enabled 
us to gain a clear 2-0 victory. 
 
Leaf Wessex vs Exeter storm. Leaf took the lead from the start with strong serving from 
mandilaris and walrond. With a bit of breathing space mid way through the first set, good 
sideout play was rewarded with a 1-0 lead. More consistent play and some great offensive 
and defensive play from leaf brought about a comfortable 2-0 win. This result meant the 
home side won all 3 matches in straight sets and therefore qualify top of the region. 



 
LeAF Wessex' second game was against St Thomas More. Strong serving and aggression 
at the net meant that the home side could quickly gain momentum which was carried 
through the entire set. Consistent setting and impressive serving ended the set at 25-11. The 
LeAF Wessex team took their momentum into the second set. Well all guns blazing on the 
front row with Sam Allen using his front row to full effect. Fullerton, Mandilaris and Batrane 
constantly winning points and siding out and some good defence from Stokes and Walrond 
ended the set and game 25-10. 
 
Wessex LeAF have now qualified for the Last 8s in England which will take place next 
month. Congratulations to all that are involved. 
 

Wessex LeAF Jnr Men B 
 
Wessex Leaf just lost out on getting two teams through to the Last 8's of the National u18 
Men's Cup.  All but three of the Wessex Leaf 12 man squad have another one, two or three 
years left at this level so it was no surprise that the opponents in the first match, a strong 
Exeter team had a power and experience advantage.  It was the inferior serving and passing 
that did for the local team in the first set though but, despite this disappointment, they rallied 
well in the second.  Tom Allen was competitive at the net while Sam James served the team 
level.  However, too many unforced errors saw a dip in moral and the match went to Exeter. 
  
The second match was against Thomas More Lynx from London.  The Wessex Leaf team 
started well, beginning to gel with the two new players, James and Sam Reid who had only 
had one training session with the rest of the team.  A superb smash pick up from Mohit Kerai 
got the crowd cheering the boys on and this inspired them. Peter Rowe used the tip to win 
points as the first set went to Wessex. In the second set the setters were now starting to use 
the middle and Sam Reid stood out with his attack and block.  A brilliant run of line serves 
from Nic Morris couldn't be returned by Lynx and the set win of 25-6 showed the Wessex 
domination. 
  
It was an excellent win to finish the day and although the team were disappointed not to get 
through to the Last 8's with the A team the players gained valuable experience which is sure 
to help them in future seasons. 
  
Squad - Rob Loader (capt)    Nic Morris     Tom Allen,    Peter Rowe,     Andreas Kunhle,    
Ben Torrens,   Sam Reid,  Sam James, 
  

U16 Girls in South West League Double Header! 
 
Match 1 - Torexe Aces v Wessex (25-19 / 20-25 / 18-25 / 25-15 / 13-15) 
 
The latest South West League Matches began with an early start to Exeter for most of the 
Wessex U16 girls, where the day ended with a win and a loss. 
 
The first match against Torexe Aces was a hard fought match and in the end a deserved 
victory [2-3] for the Wessex girls. The whole team, again impressively led by the team 
captain and setter (Lois Chitticks) displayed character and an excellent team spirit to turn a 
first set loss into a highly entertaining 5 set victory. The Wessex girls started well in the first 
set exchanging points with the opposition, until the score reached 17-17, when a series of 
opposition un-returned serves disrupted the whole teams concentration (and confidence) 
and the set was eventually lost 25-19. 
 



Despite the first set loss, the hitting on the outside from Wenna Grigg and Holly Merrifield, 
the middle hitting (and tips into space) from both Georgie Cooper and Amber Davies and the 
opposite hitting (and blocking) from Tess Power was outstanding. Beth Pardon, again 
playing as libero, had another influential performance. In general, the serving from all of the 
team was good, the defence was determined and organised and the cover behind the block 
was much improved since the last South West League match, demonstrating that a great 
deal of hard work has gone in during team training nights and a good team performance was 
not far away. 
 
The introduction of Jessie Marais in the second set enhanced the attacking play shown in 
the first set, with a strong hitting performance on the outside. Although behind for a couple of 
points early in the set, the girls steadily imposed themselves on the opposition throughout 
the set, getting in front with more of the same well organised team play seen in the first set 
and ran out eventual winners 20-25. The third set was much of the same with the coaching 
team, seamlessly introducing Annabel Kennelly, Lauren Lydiatte, Melissa Hanger and Lizzie 
Wyatt into the match at various stages and the set was won 18-25. 
 
Unfortunately, in a similar fashion to that in the first set, a series of un-returned serves from 
the same player, disrupted the team concentration and Torexe Aces moved into 21-13 lead 
and despite a dogged recovery attempt by the girls the fourth set was lost 25-15. 
 
The same second and third set line up took to the court for the match deciding fifth set. The 
organised, well controlled attacking play and gritty defence that served them so well earlier 
in the match, combined with some considered time-outs and tactical substitutions by the 
coaching team saw the girls win a tense, nerve tingling final set, coming from behind early in 
the set, to eventually win 13-15 and the match 2-3. 
 
A great win and the teams best performance of the season 
 
Match 2 - Exeter University v Wessex (25-17 / 25-7 / 25-17) 
 
The second match against Exeter University, almost directly after the girls earlier 5 set epic 
was always going to be difficult, with the University fielding several of their BUCS 1st team. 
 
Despite a spirited performance, the girls were unable to repeat the standard of volleyball 
seen in the first match against an experienced, superior attacking and defensively well 
organised side. The effort expended previously had taken its toll (also 5 of the starting 6 had 
trained with the South West Squad on the Saturday before), the girls struggled to get going 
at the beginning of all 3 sets, only in the third set did they get close to levelling the score 
before the opponents ran out set winners. The match was lost 3-0 (25-17 / 25-7 / 25-17). 
 
Disappointment for the girls and coaching team but a match that lessons will be learnt from 
and valuable experience gained. 
 
The girls now need to build on the first match performance, where they showed aggression 
in attack, excellent serving and spirited defence. Next up a visit to high flying Royal Wotten 
Bassett and Bristol this Sunday. The girls target; back to back wins for the first time this 
season. 
 

Wessex Rocare 3 - 0 Solent Ladies 
 
A powerful and dominant Rocare side took a confident 3-0 win over the Solent ladies on 
Saturday with the set scores being 25-7, 25-9, 25-12. A less experienced side went into the 
game with some of the big names missing, yet Rocare managed to pull together and cover 
what was missing. Arnold, the team’s usual libero stepped into the outside position to 



captain the team and lead from the front. The first set was very one sided with the Rocare 
ladies siding out after every ball. Tinker, Beddows, Smith, Grimson, Jeffery, Jutkiewicz and 
Crane (libero) opened the set with an 8-1 lead, which converted to a 20-7 lead through 
strong hitting in the outside and middle. Although there was little return from the opposition, 
the reduction of unforced errors and a high level of confidence allowed the ladies to power 
through and win the set 25-7. 
 
Wessex entered a team in the newly formed Hampshire Men’s League and played their first 
matches on Sunday against South Hants and Solent University. 
 
The team consisted of juniors ranging from 15 to 18 and a couple of older players, Matt 
Pretty and former GB International, Wayne Veale, to add experience and hitting power. 
 
South Hants were the first opponents and the Wessex starting six were all under 18. The 
accurate passing of Peter Rowe (17) and Mohit Kerai (15) allowed Sam Wyatt (15) to find 
some success on the left. The boys held their own up to 7-8 but then the superior experience 
and power of South Hants began to tell.   Veale, Pretty and Tom MacArthur were introduced 
into the action which brought a recovery but the deficit was too much and the set was lost 
20-25. With the older players starting on, the 2nd set saw some exciting volleyball.  Nic 
Morris (16) and Tom Allen (15) set the occasional quick ball to Lyle Anderton (17) but 
allowed Veale, Pretty and MacArthur to win points on the wings. A couple of good blocks 
from Morris, Allen, Andreas Kunhle (17)and Josh Arnold (16) saw the set go to the wire with 
both sides saving set points.  Rowe and Kerai continued their unsung work in the backcourt 
to help Wessex to win 28-26. Into the decider and Wessex turned a 4-2 deficit into a 6-5 lead 
as time ran out. With much controversy another point was played. South Hants won it and 
the match was drawn.  Overall a great advert for the League. 
 
MVP   -  Tom Allen 
 
Coach Lynn Allen started the second match like the first with the younger players getting 
valuable match experience. They all did well but a lack of awareness at the end of the set 
saw a 20-25 loss. 
 
With Veale, Pretty and MacArthur back on the momentum turned back to Wessex. A fine 
serving run from Allen gave Wessex a start that they didn’t look back from.  A fantastic team 
effort with Veale and Pretty excelling, ably supported by all the younger players.   25-11 win.  
Into another decider and again the serving of Tom Allen proved unreturnable.  The Wessex 
team cruised to a 15-4 victory. 
 

WOMEN: Wessex bounce back with victory over Polonia 
  
Wessex Rocare women and Wessex Leaf BU men travelled to Ealing, London for a 
showdown against the club that last season were English champions in the men and 
runners-up in the women.  Based upon London's Polish community, Polonia have a 40 year 
history at the top of English volleyball.  With drums, vuvuzalas and a large, noisy crowd, it 
can be an intimidating atmosphere for opponents. 
  
First up were Wessex Rocare.  Although Polonia started the first set stronger and held a 
21:16 lead at one time, strong smashing from Palmer and Smith enabled Wessex Rocare to 
claw them back and take the set by 27:25.  
  
Polonia came back strongly, the vociferous crowd urging them to a 25:15 second set win.  
However, Wessex Rocare's pre-match tactics of attacking with every serve and smash 
started to pay off.  Beddows produced a run of 7 serves to give Wessex a 16:6 lead and 
despite a Polonia fightback, Wessex Rocare won 25:20.  



  
Polonia threw everything at Wessex Rocare in the fourth set, to try and level the match.  
However, the Wessex Rocare players knew that they could afford to keep attacking hard and 
even if things went wrong there would still be a fifth set.  Despite Polonia leading 19:16 at 
one stage, the fighting spirit of the Wessex women, typified by MVP Sarah Arnold, resulted 
in another fightback and an eventual 25:22 set win for a 3 sets to 1 victory.  
  
This win takes Wessex Rocare up to 4th in the Super 8's (2 wins, 2 defeats) and sets them 
up for their National Cup match against Solent Ladies at the Sir David English Sports 
Centre, Bournemouth this Sunday at 2.45pm. 
  

MEN: Wessex LeAF BU overcome odds and beat Polonia 
  
Sunday 3rd November Wessex LeAF BU took to the road to London Polonia. Renowned for 
being one of the noisiest  places to play the men were ready for a big match. Starting line up 
of Chevau, Kimber, Smith, Stoimenov, Hunter, Pitman and libero, Weymouths finest Ryan 
Stout. 
 
The first set started intensely with both teams making some big points. Middle player Smith 
was untouchable as he led the attack for Wessex. The men fought hard against the strong 
Polonia squad and made the breakthrough to lead 16-13 at the 2nd technical timeout. Both 
sides traded points and a big hit cross court past the two man block from Hunter after a 
fantastic set from Stout put Wessex ahead at the business end of the set. Trading points to 
27-26 up, a massive block from Koko Stoimenov finished the set for the team in blue! 
 
Momentum with the Wessex team they stormed into the lead early on in the 2nd set racing 
to an 8-4 lead at the first technical time out. Big blocking and some great setting from 
Chevau gave Oli Kimber a free net to keep Polonia down. Double sub at 21-16 saw the 
introduction of Rob Flay and Andrea Ivanov to who kept the team momentum to seal the set 
25-18. 
 
The third set stated slower and the crowd attempted to bring the home team back in the 
match. Local boy Flay got a massive block against Polonia outside hitter to stop the home 
team in their stride. Some more big blocks and some great defence from the Wessex attack 
took the home into the lead at 16-9. Wessex battled hard and closed the gap through some 
big blocks and hitting again by Smith and Stoimenov. Despite this the team couldn't close 
the gap and lost the set 25-19. 
 
Wessex needed to dig deep and ensure no points were dropped. The fourth set started well 
with Smith proving unstoppable through the middle. Great hitting and passing from Ivanov 
helped Wessex get a 16-11 lead at the 2nd technical timeout. Wessex pushed point by point 
closer to match point and were 24-19 up. Some big jump serves from Polonia forced a 
Wessex sub, with Ivanov coming off for Pitman at 24-22. Another big jump serve onto 
Pitman who passed perfectly to the setter Flay and Stoimenov killed the ball ensuring all 3 
points went to the Wessex team! 
 
Wessex Captain Hunter said "a difficult game for the guys away to Polonia and it has been 
one we've been looking forward to. Some fantastic passionate fans make it a hard place to 
come and get the points. Our middles were on fire today and really helped the team to 
victory" 
 

WESSEX ROCARE 2 – 3 LONDON MALORY EAGLES 
 



Wessex Rocare travelled to London in their third game of the season. Wessex were 
confident going into the game with a strong team and a great performance against 
Ashcombe last weekend. But Malory have always been difficult opponents, therefore, this 
game was always going to be a tough encounter. 
 
The starting six was Lizzie Smith, Annie Tinker, Vicky Palmer, Leanne Eddie, Gemma 
Beddows, Jess Grimson and Sarah Palmer as libero. The team started with some great 
passing and  
serving, putting pressure on the opposition and Jess Grimson and Vicky Palmer took 
advantage of a small block on the outside with some powerful hits. Wessex took the first set 
25-18. The second set was closer and teams were exchanging points, Malory changed their 
tactics and took the second set 25-23. 
 
Danielle Simpson and Phoebe Jeffery came on and made a big impact with some strong 
serving and defensive play. Tinker and Beddows combined well and the middle attack of 
Lizzie Smith and Leanne Eddie worked effectively. The team confidently played through the 
3rd set and won it convincingly 25-17.  However Malory were not defeated and Lucy Boulton 
gave some huge hits, but the Sarah Palmer was equal to them and picked up some amazing 
balls in defence. Towards the end of the set, serving errors crept in which gifted Malory the 
set 25-22.  
 
In the final and fifth set, Wessex were pumped up but strong serving by Malory gave them 
the lead at the change of ends. The Wessex ladies unfortunately lost the final set 15-9 but 
not through lack of effort.  
 
Both the Wessex women and men face Polonia away on Sunday 3rd November in another 
tough match! 
 

WESSEX LEAF BU 3 – 1 LONDON MALORY EAGLES 
 
Wessex travelled away for their second game of the season and were hopeful of continuing 
their unbeaten start to the season. Due to new international transfer regulations, many 
teams were without some of their first choice players for the weekend’s fixtures and this was 
also true for Wessex. With two of their starting players missing, it was going to make this a 
close and exciting match. 
Wessex got off to a bad start with poor serving and errors in the passing unit. Malory started 
well and some good defence and attacking play saw they stretch out to a 15-6 lead. It was 
now a case for Wessex to build rhythm for the next set and try and get into the game. Less 
errors and more efficiency in attack allowed Wessex to close the gap, however Malory still 
went on to win the set 25-18. 
It was vital for Wessex to start the second set strongly. Some strong attacking from Kimber, 
Hunter and Smith allowed Wessex to build a commanding lead. With fewer errors, stronger 
defence and some fantastic blocking at the net Wessex took the set comfortably 25-15. 
A good rhythm had now been found by Wessex and they had momentum on their side. The 
passing unit of Hunter, Stout and Flay were now working well and allowing Chevau to use 
the middle more often and effectively. Nathan Fullerton came on and performed well for 
Wessex both at the net and in defence helping Wessex to take the set 25-17. 
In the fourth set, Wessex went out to try and finish the game and with some well organised 
defence and pick-ups from Flay, they stretched out an early lead. Other than an end-of-set 
blip which gave Malory a chance to get back into the game, Wessex showed an all-round 
strong team performance to close the set 25-19, winning the match 3-1.  
It was an all important victory for Wessex and good preparation for their next couple of 
matches against Polonia and Team Northumbria, two of the strongest teams in the league. 
They will be looking to get another two wins to continue their good start to the season. 
  



Images thanks to Steve Smith and can be found here: Women: HERE, Men: HERE  
  
Sunday 27th October 
 
Wessex BU 2 claim top spot after two fantastic wins yesterday against Cardiff Celts (3-1) 
and Solent 2 (3-0). This keeps the teams promotion challenge well and truly in reach as they 
have a short break from the league. 
 

Roberts reports on NEVZA 
 
NEVZA was really good! We played a two libero system that worked well and enabled us to 
defend hard against big hitters and fast jump servers. We won our two group games. The 
first game was against Faroe Islands. It was 3-0. 
 
Despite being the underdogs, we then beat the home side, Denmark 3-2 after coming back 
from 2 sets down. They struggled to cope with our solid serve receive which enabled us to 
use middle where Nathan Fullerton and Teme Samuel had no trouble putting the ball on the 
floor. 
 
We then had a semi final against eventual competition winners, Norway. They were a tall 
team that has evidently played together a lot more than us. Their block proved difficult to 
break and their varied serving styles were difficult to pass. Although we put out a strong fight 
we were defeated 3-0. In the bronze medal match we once again had to face Denmark. 
 
We knew we were in for a tough battle again. The Danish serving aggression had picked up 
since the last much. They jump served a lot more and their jump float serves were almost 
equally as quick. We couldn't get in many good passes which meant that we struggled to 
use our middle players. This was frustrating for us because we knew that this was our strong 
area, and Denmark's weakest area. We again lost 3-0. 
 

Wessex U16s Report on Devon 
 
Wessex U16 girls had a long and ultimately disappointing trip to North Devon for their latest 
South West league games. 
 
The first match against the Academy of Beach Sports was a 2 hour plus epic! ABS, led by 
Denise Austin, were always going to be tough opponents with their mixture of youth and 
experience.  
  
Wessex never got into the first set, with ABS running out relatively easy winners 25-12.  The 
girls however rallied in the second set and matched the home team throughout, thanks to 
good team work and impressive leaderships from setter, Lois Chitticks. At 21-21 the set was 
up for grabs, the girls held their nerve to close it out 22-25. 
  
The girls confidence continued into the third and at 14-14 it looked like anyone's set, ABS 
however had other ideas as they put together a number of excellent power attacks, finally 
breaking clear and taking the set 25-17. The loss really knocked the girls confidence and 
they started set four badly, soon finding themselves 16-6 down, they never gave up though 
and that finally paid off.At 19-10 down Lizzie Wyatt stepped up to serve and helped by some 
great team play got Wessex back to 19-16. ABS were still in control though and edged 
themselves to match point at 24-22, a tense rally was won by Wessex to save the first match 
point. At 24-23 ABS were still at match point, Wenna Grigg then held her nerve as she 
produced three excellent serves, Wessex finally taking the set 24-26. 
  



Set five started well as Wessex took a 1-5 lead, however ABS closed the gap to one point at 
the mid-set change of ends. At the restart ABS took control as they put virtually every attack 
through the experienced Austin, who's power and control was to much for young Wessex 
team. ABS finally secured the set 15-8. 
  
A tough loss for the Wessex youngsters, but some excellent performances - Chitticks setting 
was, as ever, excellent. Libero, Beth Pardon had her best game to date and will remember 
for some time her defensive pick-up of a full blood Austin hit!   
 
Game two saw Wessex up against Cardiff Ladies, a team they had beaten 3-1 two weeks 
earlier.  
  
Wessex struggled for momentum throughout the first set and despite been level at 18-18 
they lost concentration, finally losing the set 25-19.  
Set two began well for Wessex with some aggressive play from both Tess Power and Amber 
Davies. At 8-8 though Cardiff managed to put a run of points together to take a 15-8 led. 
Fine play however brought the Wessex girls within 3 points at 20-17, however they were 
unable to close the gap further, finally losing the set 25-22. The third set was a set to far for 
the youngsters, finally losing the set 25-11 and match 3-0. 
 Wessex Rocare bounce back to beat Aschombe! 
Rocare ladies travelled to Ashcombe in their first away game of the season this weekend to 
battle the strong Ashcombe Dorking side and gain their first win of the season 3-1. The 
starting six of Palmer, Grimson, Beddows, tinker, Simpson, Smith and Palmer (l) opened the 
first set well with domination through the middle with Simpson and Tinker finding a 
connection straight away. The opposition traded points equally and the set was close until 
the second time out when the Rocare side began to show their co-operation and experience 
with Palmer leading the pass and allowing a three point set and domination through the 
outside with Grimson winning many points with clever shots. Towards the closing of the set, 
captain Palmer stepped up and powered through the outside to finish the set at 25-15. 
 
The second set was closer with the Ashcombe side upping their game to equal the Rocare 
ladies, as Smith began to control the play with a series of killing blocks the Rocare ladies 
began to regain stability and trade points to their advantage throughout. As the set 
progressed, strong serving from Tinker took the Rocare side into the second technical 
timeout 16-15 up. Jeffery, who had replaced Grimson and Eddie, who replaced Simpson 
integrated into the team well with some great shots down the line and another series of 
killing hits through the middle took the team into 20-20. A serving run from Palmer allowed 
the Rocare ladies to push the set to 22 all and finally onto a second set win of 25-22. 
Ashcombe came back fighting strongly at the open of the third set with a lead of 8-3 at the 
first technical timeout. Although the Rocare ladies played well, a dominating serve from the 
Ashcombe side put the passing unit under pressure until the Rocare ladies won the side out 
and began to regain some confidence and flow. Good control of the outside from Palmer 
allowed the side to equally trade points and Tinker to distribute the sets well to all three 
hitters. Eddie and Tinker worked well together running differing combinations and attacks but 
the efforts were too little too late as Ashcombe converted their first set point into a 2-1 score 
line. The fourth set went much more to the Rocare advantage as the team traded points 
quickly and took an 8-2 lead at the first technical. Smith took a total dominating role through 
the middle and took an early stat rate of 90% with 4 kills and 4 kill blocks to seal the second 
technical timeout. The return of Grimson saw the sides outside attack become stronger 
again where both her and Palmer killed ball after ball and converted into a match point at 24-
13. A unforced error from the Ashcombe team gave the game to the Rocare ladies who ran 
on to celebrate their first win. 
  

Wessex LeAF B qualify through National Cup Round 1 
 



Wessex LeAF 2nd team in the National Under 18’s Cup this season and this took them to 
Braunton, Devon on Sunday in the 1st round. 
 
The standard of the opposition was high especially in the crucial matches against ABS and 
Exeter Storm after Bristol and Southampton had been elimated.  Going into these two 
matches Wessex knew that they needed a win and a set to get through to the 2nd round. 
 
ABS started with outside sets to their big hitter, Hartnoll but Wessex Leaf countered with 
fantastic backcourt defence. Having gained the serve Tom Allen, 15, took full advantage with 
8 jump serves in a row.  He followed this up with excellent middle setting to captain, Lyle 
Anderton who used a variety of shots to win further points. ABS were using their power well 
and gradually got back to within a couple of points. There was no panic from Wessex though 
as the introduction of Josh Arnold, 16, improved the block and gave a different attack option. 
A run of serves from Andreas Kunhle kept the pressure on ABS while Rob Loader and Peter 
Rowe played intelligently on the left. Rowe, Loader and Mohit Kerai,15, kept the pass 
coming in to Nic Morris who spread the play well.  ABS were causing plenty of problems and 
got back to 24-23 before Ed Van Wingerden,14, came up with a stiff block on Hartnoll.  Set 
to Wessex 25-23. 
 
However the momentum was with ABS and they started the second set well, taking an early 
lead. Wessex back into it and with Van Wingerden and Arnold making vital contributions they 
edged ahead.  Kerai was impressing with his backcourt skills if the ball got past Anderton 
and Kunhle’s block and ABS lost a bit of fight as Wessex Leaf won 25-18. 
 
It looked a tough ask for the younger Wessex boys to get a set from the older and more 
powerful Exeter Storm team and so it proved in the first set as, despite a good team effort 
the boys went down 25-19. Now it needed some fight and the Wessex boys showed it.  
Again it was Allen who lead the way with 7 serves in a row.  Loader added 5 more.  Exeter 
were shell shocked and when they did get their attack together, Morris, Anderton and Kunhle 
came up with some great blocks. Kerai, Van Wingerden and Allen kept the ball alive in the 
backcourt and the win went to Wessex 25-16. 
  

Wessex Rocare VS Swiss Cottage VC- 6/10/13 
 
Wessex Rocare began their 2013/14 Super 8 campaign last weekend with a tough 3-1 loss 
to the London based Swiss Cottage. Supported by both a large home crowd, Rocare got off 
to a flying start with the starting six as follows; Vicky Palmer, Jess Grimson, Annie Tinker, 
Gemma Beddows, Lizzie Smith, Natalia Jutkiewicz and Sarah Palmer. 
 
Throughout the first set, both teams showed excellent defensive and attacking play and 
traded points equally, making it increasingly hard for either team to pull away at any point. 
The Rocare ladies found a flow that allowed a three point run and took them into the first 
technical timeout leading 8-5. As the set went on, strong defence by the outside players and 
libero allowed a three point pass for setter Tinker who delivered sets to the outside where 
Palmer and Grimson dominated the play and converted a three point lead further. As the set 
progressed, with the support of loud home crowd, Rocare grew in confidence and continued 
to control the play eventually winning the set 25-22. 
 
The second set started similarly to the first, where the points were traded equally, but Swiss 
Cottage showed their dominance in attack, pulling away from Rocare and taking the timeout 
at 8-3 up. Although the Rocare ladies fought well with big hits through reverse with Beddows 
and quick play by Smith, Swiss Cottage continued to progress and gain confidence and pull 
away. A couple of unforced errors from Cottage allowed the Rocare ladies to come within a 
point of them but unfortunately lost the set 20-25. 
 



After a short refresher and a couple of rotation changes, the Rocare ladies entered the court 
with confidence and passion within the third set. Butcher replaced Tinker to set as well as 
Simpson and Eddie taking the opposite and middle roles to give some variation to the play. 
After a big kill from Palmer, clever tip from Smith and an overpass block from Butcher, the 
team found themselves 5-0 up at the substitution changes. This confidence continued 
throughout the set as Rocare began to trade three to four points at a time in comparison to 
Cottage’s one and found themselves in a 21-15 lead. Unfortunately, with the opposition’s 
strongest rotation in progress, Rocare soon found themselves in trouble, being dominated 
through the middle and were soon all square at 21-21. The tense end to the set peaked just 
at Cottage’s advantage, winning 28-26. 
 
Although the fight was still there, the final set was much more one sided, substitutions for 
Jeffery and Crane allowed the play to become more varied but Cottage had a confident 9-3 
start which they continued throughout and finally won the set 25-15 after a great team effort 
from Rocare. 
 
Wessex Rocare 1- 3 Swiss Cottage- (25-22, 20-25, 26-28, 15-25)  
MVP- Annie Tinker 
 
In their next game, the ladies face their first away match of the season, travelling to Dorking 
to taking on Ashcombe on Saturday afternoon. Again another tough game that will require 
consistency and power but as a team we are striving for improvement and a better result 
next time. 
 

Wessex LeAF BU vs London Lynx – 6/10/2013 
 
Newly promoted to the Super 8s, Wessex LeAF BU, had been hard in training ahead of the 
season opener this weekend. New signings Phil Smith, Oli Kimber, Koko Stoimenov, Andrea 
Ivanov and Rob Flay all getting their chance to show the Wessex fans their Volleyball skills. 
 
Wessex started with Alex Chevau, Oli Kimber, Dan Hunter (c), Andrea Ivanov, Phil Smith, 
Koko Stoimenov and Ryan Stout (L). Wessex started slowly with a number of mistakes from 
the service line but powerful hitting on the opposite from Kimber kept the home side in the 
first set. 16-12 down at the technical timeout, head coach Vangelis Koutouleas calmed the 
players down and refocused them on the job at hand. Despite a strong service run from 
Ivanov and good defence by Ryan Stout Wessex couldn’t close the gap. The introduction of 
16 year old Nathan Fullerton, based at the LeAF Elite Athlete Academy and Carl Butcher 
helped close the gap with London Lynx but it wasn’t enough. The home side lost the first set 
26-24. 
 
Rob Flay was given the start in the second set and immediately took his opportunity on the 
court. Strong serving and aggressive setting helped Wessex take an early lead. 8-5 up at the 
first technical and fast plays with Hunter on the wing gave the control of the game back to 
Wessex. Suddenly the crowd began to make some noise and got behind their team. Big 
blocking from Smith and Stoimenov shut out Lynx from scoring and helped Wessex hold 
their lead and begin to turn the tables in the match. Wessex LeAF BU won the set 25-17. 
 
Fired up and back in control of the game, Wessex LeAF BU came out fighting. Some big 
hitting from Kimber set the tone of the set. Smith took the game to Lynx from the serving line 
and with help from some big blocking again from Stoimenov and Hunter. In no time, the boys 
took a 14-2 lead. At the second technical time out 16-3 up head coach Koutouleas urged the 
team to stay focused and keep the momentum going in to the next set. The Wessex side did 
just that with some great defence plays, seeing out the set 25-11. 
 



Wessex knew they needed to start strong again in the 4th set to avoid sharing the points in a 
5 set match. Despite this they went into the first technical 8-7 down and were then 13-10 
down before Koutouleas called the first time out of the set. A big side out pipe attack from 
Hunter, and some great defence play from Flay and Stout saw the team close the gap and 
push in front. Big hitting from Ivanov on the outside helped increase Wessex’s lead as they 
got the first match point of the game. Up against a big block of Kimber and Stoimenov, 
London Lynx attacker Sliti hit the ball out giving Wessex LeAF BU the 4th set 25-17 and their 
first win of the season. 
 
Captain Hunter said, “It was a difficult first set for us, we made a lot of mistakes and never 
really took control of the game. We have a great team this year but we must learn to focus 
point by point to make sure we show our true ability. I’m proud of the way the boys turned it 
around in the last 3 sets, we started to show the crowd what we can really play like. We 
loved having the crowd today making lots of noise; hopefully there will be more loud 
supporters at the next home game!” 
 
Wessex LeAF BU 3-1 London Lynx (24-26, 25-17, 25-11, 25-17) 
 
MVP – Dan Hunter 
 
Wessex LeAF BU head to London to play London Malory in their next game on 26th 
October. 
 

Weekend Review Wessex BU 2 & U16 Junior Girls 
 

Wessex BU 2 3 - 1 Team Southampton 
 
25-21 / 25-20 / 20-25 / 25-18 
 
Report to follow. 
 

Wessex U16 Girls 3 - 1 Cardiff Ladies 
 
23-25 / 25-9 / 25-16 / 25-15  
 
A good start to the match saw the Wessex girls move quickly into a 7-2 first set lead through 
strong serving from Captain, Lois Chitticks andHolly Merrifield and some big hitting from 
Wenna Grigg on the outside and Tess Power in the middle.  The Wessex girls appeared in 
control of the set, playing some steady Volleyball, in both defence and attack, with Cardiff 
Ladies never within 3 points, until they dragged the score back to 20-18.  From here the 
Cardiff Ladies gained some control, moved ahead in the set with points being exchanged 
from some highly competive rallies, before they eventually ran out winners 23-25. 
 
The second set started in similar fashion to the first, with the Wessex girls again playing 
some good competive Volleyball and they quickly established a 10-2 lead.  The Wessex 
coaching team introduced Izzy Hall, Beth Pardon, Lauren Lyddiatt and Mellisa Hanger to the 
match at various stages in the set, the girls upped the tempo of the Volleyball played in the 
first set, to run out winners of the set 25-9. 
 
The squad rotation from the second set continued in the third set and the Wessex girls 
again, quickly established a comfortable lead (9-2). Highlights of this set included strong 
serving from Georgie Copper, Mellisa, Lois and Lizzie Wyatt, some excellent blocking by 
Georgie, playing as a middle hitter for the first time and again some accurate outside hitting 



from Wenna.  Continuing with the steady attacking and defensive Volleyball, the Wessex 
girls went on to win the set 25-16. 
 
Again, with all members of the team serving well, more excellent blocking by Georgie in the 
middle and powerful outside hitting from both Holly and Wenna, the girls made another good 
start to the fourth set, quickly establishing an 8-2 lead.  The squad rotations made in the two 
previous sets continued and the Wessex girls went on to win the set (and the match) 25-15. 
  

Wessex U16 Girls  0 - 3 Torexe Topcats 
  
11-25 / 16-25 / 15-25 
  
The same starting 6 players to those in the first match were unable to get in front in any of 
the 3 sets of this match, against a stronger attacking and better defensively organised side, 
despite a spirited performance by all.  
The rotation of the players, including Erin Thorne, continued during the match, ensuring that 
all of the match day squad featured in this first SouthWest Volleyball League fixture. 
  
Whilst the girls were disappointed not to be more competitive in the against Topcats they 
showed high skill levels and great commitment throughout, they were simply out muscled at 
the net by taller and physically stronger players. 
  
A good season opener - next matches in two weeks against Cardiff Ladies (again) and The 
Academy of Beach Sports. 
  
Thanks to Mike for the reports! Mandy, Lee and Carol for the images. 
 

England South WIN School Games 2013 
 
Young athletes from across the region represented England South at the 2013 Sainsbury’s 
UK School Games in Sheffield last weekend. The Olympic style event for under 18’s has 
always attracted up and coming talent from a number of sports. Our local volleyball clubs led 
the way with Wessex and LeAF Academy Bournemouth providing many of the stars in the 
boys and girls teams. 
 
The girls set the pace, coached by Olympian Dan Hunter, and won all six of their group 
matches without dropping a single set. Their final against England North looked to be going 
the same way after South won the first set 25 – 14 but the North girls provided stiff 
resistance before finally losing the set 25 -23 and the gold was heading South. Fourteen sets 
played and 14 won, an amazing performance from a well drilled team led by captain Lois 
Chittickes aged 15, a pupil of Parkstone Grammar School. “It was an amazing opportunity 
and the atmosphere was unreal. To win after all the hard work the girls, and the coaches, 
had put in this year felt incredible and was made even better by the fact the boys won too” 
commented Lois. 
 
Meanwhile, the boys also enjoyed an unbeaten route to the final managing to win all six of 
their group matches, dropping just 3 sets. Their final, also against England North looked to 
be a tougher challenge with North taking the first set 25 - 21 and an upset looked possible in 
front of a noisy crowd. It was not until the closing stages of the second set that South started 
to assert themselves and won a nail biting second set 29 - 27 to take it to a decider. This 
remained close throughout as nerves started to play a part before the South boys eventually 
closed out 15 – 12 to win the match and the coveted gold medal. LeAF’s Sam Allan and 
South’s vice captain said "The school games were an amazing experience. I was thrilled to 



win because individually and as a squad, we have worked very hard to prepare for the 
competition".  
 
Hunter added “We have a strong volleyball presence in this area and some excellent 
facilities at LeAF to attract talent and grow our own. Both teams put in a lot of practice and 
got the reward they deserved with England South winning the overall volleyball trophy”.   
 

Wessex/LeAF stars representing England South. 
 
Girls - Lois Chitticks, Holly Merrifield, Milly Smith, Paige Fullerton and Grace Lazard 
 
Boys - Sam Allen, Sam Walrond, Issa Batrane, Harry Jones and Nathan Fullerton 
 
Wessex start their indoor season and more information about fixtures can be found at 
wessexvolleyball.com 
 

Joel reports on England Masters 
 
After not having trained in a few weeks I was nervous about I would perform at the Junior 
Masters tournament at the English Institute of Sport in Sheffield. I was in the starting line up 
for England and my performance began slightly shaky. 
 
After our first game and first victory of the tournament I warmed up and then the England 
team picked up comfortable wins against the Scottish team, England Cadets and England 
North B. The we then faced a semi final against England Cadets. After winning the first set 
with ease, the second set proved to be a different story and a lapse in concentration caused 
the England Junior Boys to lose their first set of the tournament. Thankfully we could win the 
last set with ease and secure our spot in the final which would be against England North A, 
our toughest opposition. 
 
The England team won the first set after an aggressive start and good serving that the 
Northern Boys struggled to deal with. The second set was much closer, finishing 26-24 to 
England Junior Boys, making us tournament champions. It was a fantastic tournament and 
once again an honour to represent England. 
 
All at Wessex congratulate Joel on his selection for the England Junior squad ahead of the 
U19 NEVZA tournament in October. 
 

2013-2014 Season Fixtures ANNOUNCED! 
 
South West League Registration Available 
 
To play in any South West event or attend any SW squad training this season you have to 
be registered.    Part of the information required is your email address so you will need to 
register personally.  To do this please go to 
 
Click on Wessex in the Club list (near the bottom of the page) and then register your details 
under men, women or juniors as appropriate 
 
Use the Clubs email address for the Club contact - wessex4vb@btinternet.com although the 
SW League players should use Dave's email address which is davehelen12@hotmail.com  
 
You will need your registration number before attending any SW event. 
 



All players attending SW training will need to inform the coaches / managers first by filling in 
a form. This is also on thehttp://www.swva.org.uk/south-west-registrations Same log in as 
above. Go to the bottom of the page, click on girls or boys training and complete the form. 
 

2013-2014 Training Schedule ANNOUCED! 
 
New season junior training is as follows 
  
Wessex Mini Volleyball Mon - LeAF - 4 to 5 starting on the 9th Sept 
Wessex Junior Men -  Wed  - Talbot Heath  -  7 to 9 starting on the 4th Sept 
Wessex Junior Boys  - Thursdays - Parkstone Gr - 8 to 9.30 starting on the 5th Sept 
Wessex Girls - Thursdays - Parkstone Gr - 6.30 to 8 and 8 to 9.30 starting on the 5th Sept    
(your coach will advise which session.) 
  
Cost for members is £20 pm (due on the 1st Sept to the 1st April inclusive) if direct debit, 
standing order or cheques.   £25 pm if cash.    No coins to be accepted this season. 
  
In addition some players will be invited to the Leaf joint open session with Wessex players.   
These sessions are 
  
u15/16 boys - Monday - Leaf - 4 to 5.30 starting on the 9th Sept 
u18 men - Monday - Leaf - 5 to 6.30 starting on the 9th Sept 
u16 /18 women- Tuesday - Leaf - 4.30 to 6.30 starting on the 10th Sept 
  
The Wessex Men 2 and 3 (juniors) will play scrimmage matches on a Friday at Leaf 5 to 7.  
(Starting on the 6th Sept.) 
  
Some of the warm ups / warm downs will be in the gym as the new sports hall will not be 
available until December time.   These joint Leaf Wessex sessions will be £2.50 each.  
(Payable to Leaf.) 
  
Just to remind you that memberships were due on the 1st August and those players who 
wish to play National League should have registered with VE. 
  
The local league match schedule is on the Volleyball Dorset web page.  (Starts 10th Sept) 
 
Costs: 
Cost is £35 pm 1st Sept to 1st Apl inclusive.  £80 back at the end of the season if a job /duty 
done for the team / Club. 
 

Lucy Wicks Olympian drops in 
 
Former Wessex star and GB setter Lucy Wicks joined the U16/15 girls squads for their first 
training session of the new season. Lucy was on hand to give some top tips and explain how 
she started as a Wessex junior and that her progress to professional player and Olympian 
was down to a lot of hard work, commitment and a never give in attitude. 
 
It was never going to be easy to impress an Olympian, but following a series of drills Lucy 
gathered the players together to say how impressed she was, not only with the skill levels, 
but also the commitment.  A great endorsement for teams who hope do well in all 
competitions this season, including a first venture into the South West League, Exeter, 
Croye etc here we come. 
 



Lucy played a vital role in Great Britain's London 2012 Olympic team as the setter. As part of 
that team they made history for GB winning their first ever Olympic match. Lucy will shortly 
be jetting off to a new job in Germany; we wish her all the best and promise to keep her 
updated with results throughout the season. 
 

Zara and Lucy Beach Update 
 
Lucy and I have now begun our Road to Rio and our first international season together.  We 
had the anxiety of the unknown and unchartered territory but now having played 4 
international events and finishing 17th in 3 events this has dispersed a little!!  We are swiftly 
moving up the world rankings but most importantly we are gaining match experience 
together and growing as a team and partnership. 
 
Although Lucy and I have both played internationally for the last 5years we haven't been on 
the same team, in fact we were sort of completing with each other! This means we have had 
very different experiences as individual athletes and although as an individual you learn from 
these experiences and we also try to share these with one another to speed up the learning 
process, until you share them as a team it is hard to get mentally stronger and know how 
best to deal with a certain  pressured situation.  So our aim for this year is the get as many 
experiences as possible together (something that you cant buy!! ) but with single elimination 
you need to keep winning to be able to get these matches! 
 
Amongst others we have had wins over Brazil and Russia, huge volleyball nations which 
builds confidence in our game and the changes we are making with our new coach and how 
we are playing as a team.  We are now moving to some European Tour events then to back 
to back Grand Slam events including Rome, Gstaad, Berlin and Moscow which is where we 
are aiming for a couple of top 10 results.  We are constantly on the road during this part of 
the season and making sure we are mentally and physically ready to perform each week is 
key during these big events.  We are going to keep learning at each tournament and building 
upon a solid start to the season. 
 

Hunter/Stout 2013 Beach Volleyball Update 
 
Bournemouth Beach Volleyball pairing Matt Hunter and Ryan Stout, who are looking to 
compete for England in the U20 European Championship early August, embarked on a 
journey to Great Yarmouth to compete in the 3rd event of the VEBT (Volleyball England 
Beach Tour). After what they describe as a “disappointing start” in the first event in 
Skegness, finishing 9, the junior pairing had something to prove. As seed 14 for the event 
they faced off against the seed 19 pairing whom the boys knew little about. It was a 
comfortable win and a perfect start for the Bournemouth pairing seeing off the pairing of 
Kosior/Szulc 2-0 (21-10, 21-12). 
 
After hitting the ground running the next game saw them face off against the seed 3 pairing 
of Stroo/Kiedrzynski, a new pairing to the tour this year who had already seen the finals in 
the previous events. After a nervy first set the seed 3 pairing came out on top winning 21-18. 
However undeterred the Bournemouth boys fought back with a dominant display at the net 
by Hunter and a seemingly flawless defensive display by Stout seeing them cruise to victory 
in the second set 21-11. With a new sense of belief, Stout/Hunter showed no signs of 
slowing down and eventually sealed the 2-1 victory winning 15-10 in the deciding set. 
 
With momentary joy of this momentous achievement the junior pairing looked to their next 
game, which was likely to be against the seed 6 pairing or Datler/Baechli who reached the 
semi-final stage of the 2nd event. Again the boys fell short in the first set losing to the 
experienced side 21-19. Digging deep once again the Bournemouth boys found another 



gear and pushed forward taking the German pairing all the way to the end of the set. After 
failing to convert 4 match points Hunter/Stout gained a hardly fought set point at the score of 
24-23 and doing what the German team failed to do previously, grabbed the set with both 
hands, winning 25-23. On to another deciding set the Bournemouth pairing took an early 
lead and never let go, with comfortable side out play and another great defensive display 
saw them take the set 15-12. This was the furthest the young men had ever reached, 
through to the Quarter Finals of the winners’ bracket. 
 
Already through to the Sunday the final game of the day saw them up against another 
Bournemouth based pairing of Garcia-Kidd/Butcher who after consistent past performances 
were seeded 2 for this event. As hard as the Bournemouth pairing could fight, they couldn’t 
dig deep enough to cause a 3rd upset of the day and lost the game 0-2 (13-21, 16-21). 
 

Grimson/Palmer in preparation for Trip to Canada 2013! 
 
On the of 19th of July, Victoria Palmer and I received a phone call stating that alongside a 
male pairing we had been selected to represent England at an exhibition tournament in 
Halifax, Canada. Vicky and I played together last year for a few tournaments and finished 
2nd in a Greek event and 2nd in the Volleyball England Beach Tour Finals (VEBT). Yet up 
until this phone call, Vicky and I had been competing on the VEBT with different partners, 
however in preparation for Canada we paired back up and the preparation began. Due to 
working full time at the LeAF Elite Athlete Academy in Bournemouth, our training had to fit in 
around my working hours. Fortunately our coach Andy Jones was very accommodating and 
we began training two sessions a day before work and after work at Sandbanks beach. We 
were very lucky with the weather and managed to get some good sessions in. Coming back 
from the weekend the aims of our training meant it was more convenient to train at the 
indoor beach facility at LeAF. Building up well to the weekend where we competed on the 
VEBT at the Weymouth beach classic. Going into the tournament feeling good and playing 
well we carried this over to the Saturday where be we won 3 out of 3 putting in some 
excellent performances. When it came to the Sunday we faced a very experienced team in 
the semi-final. Narrowly losing the first set, we managed to turn it around and win the second 
set. Going into the final set the wind picked up but we still managed to play some good 
volleyball but due to some lucky shots from the other team found ourselves 13-11 down 
before our opponents took a medical timeout. Coming back after the five minutes two very 
quick points and we had lost the final set. A disappointing result purely based on how we 
were playing and feeling going into the tournament but a lot of positives were taken from the 
weekend and the preparation from Canada continues.  
 
Another weeks training ahead and we leave on Wednesday 14th August to compete in the 
Canada Beach Volleyball Cup. More information on the event can be found at 
http://www.sandjamhalifax.ca/ 
 

Sandbanks CEV Beach Volleyball Festival, 6th/7th July 2013 
 
The Sandbanks CEV Beach Volleyball Festival hosted 210 teams over 3 days, for a fantastic 
weekend of Beach Volleyball. Teams from all over England and Europe made the journey to 
Sandbanks Beach in Poole. We were especially delighted to welcome back 12 junior teams 
from Landstede Volleyball in Zwolle, Holland.  The tournament is fast becoming their 
favourite event on the summer beach tour calendar. 
 
48 teams competed in the South-West Schools Championships organised by Denise Austin 
on the Friday, whilst the tournament infrastructure was being set up. 
 



Come the Saturday morning, we had a blue sky, no breeze and rising temperatures.  
Following a group warm up by Fitness First which filled the promenade with players, 
volunteers and even some passers by joining in the fun, play kicked off at 9.30am Saturday 
morning with players of all ages showing off their growing talent and excellent skills on court. 
The fantastic performances by our young athletes continued throughout the weekend 
attracting lots interest from the general public who stayed and watched to find out more 
about the sport. 
 
Breaks in play on centre court were filled with games aimed at getting people involved in 
beach volleyball, such as; serving the ball in the bucket and a rally with a giant beach ball! 
The tournament was also visited by 3 local Olympians, Dan Hunter (Team GB Men), Lucy 
wicks (Team GB Women) and Ben Pipes (Team GB Men’s Captain) who were on hand to 
answer questions, sign autographs and have photographs with our young budding 
Olympians. 
 
With brilliant sunshine all weekend and temperatures of up to 28 degrees, players and 
volunteers were very grateful to Fitness First and ASDA for their donations of bottled water, 
and also Boots for providing a full range of much needed sun cream. 
 
As well as Fitness First and ASDA, the Sandbanks Committee would like to give a huge 
thank you to the following people, companies and organisations who have helped to put on 
such a brilliant weekend of Beach Volleyball, whether it be donating prizes or helping with 
the equipment necessary to run such a large tournament; the CEV, Sportset, LeAF 
Academy, Bournemouth University, Volleyball England, Borough of Poole, Poole Tourism, 
Hall Hire, Breeze Volkswagen, Becky Ross, Anglo-European College of Chiropractic, 
Animal, Nandos, Pizza Hut, Snowtrax, Compton Acres, Farmer Palmers, The Tank Museum, 
Splashdown, Beaulieu and all of the parents and coaches who helped the tournament run so 
smoothly. 
 
Chairman  of Wessex Volleyball Club, Geoff Allen said “When the weather is so good, 
everyone enjoys their beach volleyball.  But there is a lot of planning and hard work that 
goes into making an event like Sandbanks run smoothly and a massive thank you is due to 
the group of Wessex parents who give their time so freely.  We were honoured that the CEV 
chose to support Sandbanks this year.   Hopefully, this will show them that such support can 
bring great results.” 
 
The competition results for the weekend are as follows: 
 
U12s Boys Division 1 
W - Niko Gleed and Iraj Safaee 
RU - Noah Goalen and Yoan Kuzmanov 
 
U12s Girls Division 1 
W - Sophie Schouten and Michelle Van Leussen 
RU - Issy Wedderburn and Yana Judson 
 
U14s Boys Division 1 
W - Ed Van Wingerden and Alfie Constable (British Champions) 
RU - Javier Bello and Joaquin Bello 
 
U14s Boys Division 2 
W - Danny Mulford and Max Chellow 
RU - Alastair Moxham and John O'Donoghue 
 
U14s Girls Division 1 



W - Bo Duteweert and Eline Van Heijningen 
RU - Trude Spraakman and Linda Koers 
Helen Farr and Sophie Watts (British Champions) 
 
U14s Girls Division 2 
W - Emma Withers and Jessica Ashworth 
 
U16s Boys Division 1 
W - Joel Roberts and Richard James (British Champions) 
RU - Harry Jones and Tom Allen 
 
U16s Boys Division 2 
W - Harry Kanisius Pocock and Dominic Wisdom 
RU - Nathaniel Thatcher and Ed Van Wingerden 
 
U16s Girls Division 1 
W - Trude Spraakman and Linda Koers 
RU - Nora Spraakman and Annika Habing 
Ellie Austin and Edith Waterman (British Champions) 
 
U16s Girls Division 2 
W - Bethany Ibbotson and Georgia Ibbotson 
RU - Anna De Pascalis and Catarina Machado 
 
U18s Men Division 1 
W - Sam Allen and Daniel Genof 
RU - Haydn Lawson and Sam Dunbavin (British Champions 
 
 U18s Men Division 2 
W - Peter Rowe and Nicholas Morris 
RU - Chester Searle and Harry Kanisius Pocock 
 
U18s Women Division 1 
W - Femke Zomerman and Margit Habing 
RU - Anaya Evans and Millie Constable (British Champions) 
 
U18s Women Division 2 
W - Bethany Ibbotson and Georgia Ibbotson 
RU - Beth Sharkey and Hannah Sharkey 
 
U20s Men Division 1 
W - Ryan Stout and Matt Hunter (British Champions) 
RU - Aaron Walrond and Sam Allen 
 
U20s Men Division 2 
W - George Perry and Jamie Knowles 
RU - Sam Woodward and Sam Giles 
 
U20s Women Division 1 
W - Paige Nelmes and Mechell Daniel (British Champions) 
RU - Anaya Evans and Millie Constable 
 
U20s Women Division 2 
W - Esther Daniel and Freya Wincott 
RU - Vicky Olive and Darshni Pandya 



 
Mixed Fours (Saturday) 
W - Lizzie's Team 
RU - You've been Tango'd 
 
Mixed Fours (Sunday) 
W - Misfits 
RU - Sandbanks A 
 
After such a successful weekend everyone involved is looking forward to what next year’s 
tournament will bring. 
 

Exmouth Beach Volleyball Tournament open for entries! 
 
Anyone that is interested in playing in the Exmouth Beach Volleyball pairs tournament on 
11th August 2013 click on the link below! 
 

South West U15 Girls get GOLD! 
 
Report to follow 
 

South West U15 Boys Finish with BRONZE! 
 
Squad selected: William Birch (Captain), Krzys Ozarski, Tom Allen, Ed van Wingerden, Keir 
Newman, Dan Smart, George Longmore, Harry Longmore, Mohit Kerai, Sam Wyatt, Alfie 
Constable   As a result of York not attending (last minute pull out), the format of the 
tournament changed. From a possible 9 regions, only 6 were in attendance, and 
consequently we had a pool system; everyone was to play everyone once, so South West 
were to play 5 pool games followed by a possible 2 further games for play offs if successful. 
The top 4 teams on Day 2 would play cross over semi finals with the 1st placed team playing 
the 4th placed team.    
  
Results from the 1st days play 
 
South West vs London     1:2  
South West vs East Midlands     2:0 
 
Results from the 2nd days play 
 
South West vs East           0:2  
South West vs South East           2:1  
South West vs West Midlands    0:2 
 
South West finished 4th in their group with 2 wins from 5, and were to play East who came 
1st in the pool. 
 
Semi-Finals  
South West vs East           0:2 
London vs East Midlands 1:2 
 
By the semi final stages, South West was playing the best volleyball of the tournament. The 
first set was a tense affair and we narrowly lost the 1st set by 25:23, having been in control 
until the last 3 points. The 2nd set ran away from us, as a result of a few service runs by 
East’s main setter, and East eventually made it a comfortable win. 



 
3rd/4th play off 
 
South West vs London     2:0 
 

End of Season Beach Party!  
 
A fantastic turn out for the End of Season Beach Party with almost all Wessex teams 
represented and the Adults/Parents Volleyball Squad demonstrated exactly where all the 
Junior Talents have come from with a comfortable win on the night! 
 
On behalf of Wessex we would like to thank all the parents, volunteers, coaches, players 
and supporters for their fantastic efforts this season and we hope that everyone is looking 
forward to the next season to support the coaches and players that are going for even more 
Club success. 
 
Don't forget about the CEV Sandbanks Beach Volleyball Festival coming in July and keep 
checking back on the website for more Club Events! 
 

U16 & U15 Awards Night 
 
On the night there was the U16 and U15 awards presentations for Coaches Player of the 
Year and Players Player of the Year. Some tough decisions made following a fantastic 
season for both squads. U16's - 3rd in the National Cup. U15's - 2nd in the National Cup, 
SW Inter-Regional Champions. In addition a number of players have been selected to attend 
England Junior and Cadet training camps, and a few players have been accepted into the 
LeAF Elite Athlete Academy for next season. The awards were presented by Wessex 
Women Super 8 Players Sarah Palmer and Annie Tinker. 
 
U15 Coaches Player of the Year - Jesse Merais 
U15 Player's Player of the Year - Wenna Griggs 
 
U16 Coaches Player of the Year - Holly Merrifield 
U16 Player's Player of the Year - Lois Chitticks 
 
  
The 2013 South West Schools Beach Volleyball Championships and the Sandbanks 
Beach Volleyball Festival (incorporating the British Junior Championships) held from 
Friday 5th July to Sunday 7th July on Sandbanks Beach in Poole, Dorset have been 
endorsed by the CEV as part of their ‘Youth Beach Volleyball Summer Festival’ 
initiative. 
  
The aim of the Youth Beach Volleyball Summer Festival initiative is to help the CEV pursue 
its goal of ensuring volleyball in all its forms is accessible in every country across Europe 
regardless of gender or ability. The CEV will provide support for the event by granting balls 
and nets that the Sandbanks organisers plan to ensure are used not only for the event itself 
but also through out the summer and across the South West region. 
  
“The introduction of the Beach Volleyball Summer Festival does fulfil our intention to expand 
our development projects with the long-term goal to support the sport and get as many 
young people as possible introduced to Beach Volleyball” CEV President André Meyer says. 
“We are starting this ambitious project by supporting two youth festivals in the Netherlands 
and England. Though they differ in their concept, they share the same ultimate goal which is 
to make sure the young generations get to know Beach Volleyball and especially get to feel 



the uniqueness of this sport that has turned into one of the most successful and popular 
discipline included on the Olympic program”. 
  
Whilst entries for the South West Schools Beach Volleyball Championships are restricted to 
schools within the region the British Junior Championships entries are open to any interested 
junior beach volleyball players from across the British Isles and the tournament organisers 
also hope that the link with the CEV may also encourage entries from clubs and teams 
across Europe. 
  
Geoff Allen, Tournament Director said : 
‘We are honoured that the CEV have endorsed the Sandbanks Beach Volleyball Festival 
and our aim to provide as many youngsters as possible with the opportunity to play beach 
volleyball. With 20 competitions from under 12’s to under 20’s, including 8 for the British 
Championships, all young volleyballers can find a competition that suits their age and 
standard.” 
  
Entries for the competition which also include an adults mixed 4’s competition can be found 
on the sandbanks website: http://www.wessexvolleyball.com/sandbanks.asp 
Saturday 18th May 2013 - U15 National Volleyball Finals, Kettering 
 
Wessex: Lois Chitticks (captain), Lizzie Wyatt (vice captain), Wenna Grigg, Amber Davies, 
Jesse Marais, Melissa Hanger, Georgie Cooper, Holly Merrifield, Tess Power, Lauren 
Lyddiatt, Beth Pardon, Erin Thorne. 
 
Wessex v Ashfield Vipers 
 
The first game was against unknown opponents and it turned out to be fairly even. 
 
With nerves showing Wessex found themselves 8 – 14 down in the first set, however a good 
block by Grigg followed by a series of powerful serves seemed to settle the whole team. 
With Merrifield producing good cross court shots the girls took a 16 – 14 lead. A good hit 
through the middle from Power gave Wessex a four point cushion at 18 – 14. Ashfield 
however fought back to level the scores at 18 – 18. Points were going back and forth and 
tension mounted as Lyddiatt was brought on to serve, she showed nerves of steel as she 
produced a series of excellent serves, not bad for someone making their debut! The stand 
out moment of the set however was at 23-23 when Merrifield produced a magnificent 
pancake pick-up which helped Wessex reach set point, before running out winners at 25 -23. 
 
The 2nd set mirrored the first, with neither team taking control and at 17-17 it was still 
anybody's set. Grigg served a fine ace to give Wessex a 18-17 lead, however Ashfield came 
straight back to level the scores. This pattern continued to 22-22, before Ashfield broke clear 
to win the set 25-22. 
 
Wessex knew they had to win the third set and were determined not to give up the fight. The 
set started off like the last two: very close! 4 all, 5 all, 6 all, 7 all. Then Ashfield started to pull 
away, Wessex down 7 – 12. Excellent serving from Grigg, backed up by great team play got 
the score back to 10-12. Ashfield took the next point though to go 10-13 ahead. Wessex hit 
back 11-13! Enter the ice cool Lyddiatt, with supporters and the coaching staffs nerves in 
tatters she stepped up and produced four excellent serves, including one ace! Wessex win 
the set 15-13 and match 2-1.  
 
Wessex v North Riding Eagles 
 
The second game of the day was against North Riding Eagles and having watched them 
earlier Wessex knew this would be another tough match. Wessex got off to a strong start 



with good hitting from middle Davies and Grigg. With first match nerves out of the system 
Wessex started to play some excellent attacking volleyball. Grigg in particular had found her 
range, helped by the excellent setting of Chitticks. Wessex had a 5 point cushion at 11-6 and 
dispute a mid set fight back from Eagles Wessex took the set 25-14, the final point been won 
by Hanger with a fine ace.  
 
Wessex knew if they won the next set that they would go through as pool winners, but they 
knew North Riding Eagles were not going down without a fight. Wessex were playing some 
great volleyball, but couldn't seem to break free and at 18-18 they had a fight on their hands. 
They were up for the fight though and thanks to some great hitting by Grigg and tough 
serving from Merrifield Wessex ran out 25-19 winners, to top the pool.  
 
 
Semi final 
Wessex v Mavericks 
 
Having beaten Wiltshire Mavericks twice already this season Wessex went into the semi 
feeling confident, although they knew it was still going to be a tough game. As it always is 
between these two teams, the scores were very close and the rallies were certainly not 
short. At 13-13 Wessex upped their game and grabbed a 5 point lead, thanks to some great 
back court defence from libero Cooper and excellent serving from Wyatt. Mavericks worked 
hard to get back in the game, but Wessex were to strong, running out set winners 25-20.  
 
The second set started off the same as the first with the score incredibly close. Good 
defence from Cooper helped Wessex lead 3-2. Impressive serving from the whole team 
gave Wessex a 9-6 lead, Mavericks called a time out. Whatever was said in that time out 
obviously boosted Mavericks as they went on to win 7 points in a row and bring the scores to 
9-13. Strong hits from Davies got Wessex back in it but they were still trailing 13-15. 
Mavericks however were to strong, going on to win the set 15-25. 
 
Another 3 set match for the young Wessex squad and they needed every last bit to ensure 
they got to the final. Good hits from Wyatt started the set off but Maverick weren’t holding 
back and produced some composure to lead 3-5. With great hitting from Grigg Wessex 
started to come back and got the scores to 7-7. With a time out from Mavericks Wessex 
continued to attack and this was paying off as the score turned to 11-8. Lyddiatt once again 
came on to serve at a critical point in the set and again did a great job for Wessex. At 13-9 
Wessex were in a strong position, but as the final beckoned the nerves started to show and 
Mavericks levelled the game at 14-14. Wessex U15 girls don't give up though! The final two 
rallies were simple, dig Cooper, set Chitticks, powerful hit Grigg. Wessex 16-14 winners and 
into the national cup final!  
 
Final 
Wessex v Tameside 
 
The final started with the longest rallies of the day containing at least 30 touches! the point 
finally been won by Tameside. They would go on to win the next seven points as Wessex 
struggled to cope with some excellent serving. Wessex just couldn't get into the game and 
soon found themselves 15-5 down. The girls continued to fight though and showed glimpses 
of their earlier form, but were unable to make any impression on the score, finally losing the 
set 25-13.  
Wessex got off to a much better start in the second set and match Tameside early on, 
however as the set progressed the well drilled Manchester outfit gradually broke clear, finally 
taking the set 25-17 and securing the title. 
 

Last Team Standing! 



  
As the indoor season draws to a close the U15 Girls are the last Wessex team of winning 
honours this season. 
 
The girls will be playing in the National U15 Finals on Saturday. The six team tournament will 
see Wessex up against  Tameside, Ashfield Vipers, North Riding Eagles, Wiltshire 
Mavericks and Tetenall Tigers. 
  
It will be a tough test, but one of Wessex's youngest teams are hoping to emulate the senior 
men and win a National title. 
  
The girls will be Tweeting results as the day progress, so keep an eye on your Twitter 
accounts for regular updates. 
 

CONGRATULATIONS! 
 
Congratulations for the Wessex Volleyball Club players that have been selected to represent 
the South West Regional Squad at the Inter-Regional Competition at the End of May: 
 
U17s 
Will van Wingerden & Sam Walrond 
 
U15s 
Ed van Wingerden, Tom Allen, Harry Jones, Sam Wyatt, Mohit Kerai 
 
Good luck to the boys! 
 

NATIONAL CUP CHAMPIONS 2012/2013 
 

Wessex LeAF BU Vs Team Northumbria 
 
After finishing the domestic season unbeaten and likely winners of the league playoff next 
weekend, Team Northumbria went into the cup final as favourites. Wessex however had 
beaten opposition in Malory and Polonia who had pushed Northumbria all the way, so knew 
they had the qualities and the game plan to beat their big hitting opponents. 
 
 A familiar starting line up in Alex Chevau, Ben Pipes, Dan Hunter, Alex Clare, Tomek 
Lasocki, Andy Clayton with Ryan Stout coming in as libero. 
 
 The game started off tentatively with neither team putting pressure on with their serve and 
making very few mistakes. Big hits from the ever reliable Pipes and Hunter spread the 
Northumbria blockers who struggled to shut down the Wessex go to guys. Stout was having 
an impressive game as libero having been playing as setter for the majority of the season, 
giving Chevau good options in attack. Clare was given the task of blocking the big Canadian 
opposite hitter of Northumbria who had the highest points tally in the league and was doing a 
good job of getting touches but was rarely able to shut out the go to hitter. As the scores 
neared the latter of the set, Espinoza came in for Chevau and added an extra threat at the 
net, scoring a few points before being switched again. A huge hit from Pipes gave Wessex 
the set point, which they converted taking the first set 27-25. This erupted the huge Wessex 
crowd into hysterics who had been cheering their squad from the first to the last whistle. 
 
 Obviously high in confidence, head coach Vangelis needed to focus his players in order to 
follow their detailed game plan. The same starting line-up entered the court for the second 
set, looking to push further ahead in the game. Northumbria pushed hard out of the blocks 



leading at the first technical time out 8-7. The service of Northumbria had been risen a gear, 
making it harder for Chevau to hold the middle blockers as Pipes was shut out by the 
blockers of Northumbria a number of times. Northumbria pushed ahead to 21-17 and looked 
favourites to take the 2nd set. Espinoza again came into the attack and this time made a 
huge impact with a string of huge kills bringing the crowd and his family who travelled all the 
way from Venezuela into life. After a Northumbria timeout, Wessex continued their 
momentum and took set point at 24-22. Matt Hunter entered the frame and brought his good 
serving form to the plate, serving an ace in the far corner, which brought every Wessex 
player to the centre of court who celebrated like they had just won the cup. 
 
 Shell shocked that their league and cup double dream was fading away, Dave Goodchild 
immediately used both setters and opposite hitters to maximise their hitting options and 
again lead at the first technical timeout. Clare and Hunter were firing on the outside flanks, 
hitting winners and shutting out the huge opposite hitter. The service pressure was 
increased from Wessex making it tougher for Northumbria to use their own GB Olympian 
through the middle. An exhausted Chevau came off for Butcher, who used all of his options 
and pushed the score line closer to a 3-0 win for the south coast outfit. Again Hunter came 
on to serve for Clare to put the opposition under pressure and lead 22-20 when a 
Northumbria time out was called. Good serve receive and errors in serving from Northumbria 
brought up match point. A jump service from the Northumbria outside hitter and a huge 
shout of out from captain Dan Hunter sent the whole squad and crowd into celebrations as 
the team took the 3rd set 25-23. 
 
 The celebrations went on for at least 30 minutes and deservedly so, as Northumbria had 
only conceded 4 sets all season. This victory meant most to old Wessex boy and Captain 
Dan Hunter who had returned from a professional contract to concentrate on his studies. His 
celebrations were also mirrored by GB captain Ben Pipes and coaches Vangelis and Andy 
Jones who seemed locked in a 3 way hug. 
 
 The team now look forward to a summer break, with many of the players taking to the beach 
as the Volleyball England Beach Tour takes pride in the volleyball calendar. The summer will 
see the squad recruit new players to strengthen their squad in order to challenge for the 
Super 8’s title and the National Cup once again. 
 
MVP for the match was Ben Pipes 
 
Report from the Volleyball England website: 
(https://volleyballengland.org/news/article/4687/national-cup-finals-day-1) 
 
Team Northumbria men, unbeaten this season, found themselves up against a Wessex BU 
side not to be taken likely. The side from the southwest boasted the likes of GB Olympic 
Stars Dan Hunter and Ben Pipes. 
 
Wessex looked strong from the outset, with Pipes in particular demonstrating his hitting 
prowess. However in Dominic Dawaele and Seain Cook, Northumbria had their own 
offensive options to turn to. The points were evenly matched through to the first technical 
timeout, where Northumbria held a two point advantage at 8-6 They continued to build on 
their lead, at one stage finding themselves 4 to the good. Pipes had other ideas though as 
some huge kills brought Wessex back into the game.  Wessex coach Evangelos Koutouleos 
called a time out at 14-11 down which seemed to inspire the start of a Wessex comeback. 
They finally drew level at 18-18. A superb rally gave Wessex the lead at 20-19 as it went 
point for point. At 25-25, another massive Ben Pipes smash gave Wessex set point, which 
they converted to take the first set 27-25. 
 



It was Team Northumbria who took first blood in the start of the second set, but Wessex, 
confident from their first set win, weren’t letting them get too far ahead going in only 1 point 
behind at the first technical time out.  However Team Northumbria pushed ahead to secure a 
four point advantage at the second technical time out, and then lead 21-17. However a 
Wessex time out seemed to give them a similar inspiration to the first set, as they pulled 
back to lead 22-21. Having been trailing most of the way, Wessex capitalised on their 
momentum and managed to close out the set 25-22. 
 
The third set began with some superb defensive play from Northumbria as they looked to 
nullify the threat of Pipes at the net. Three blocks in a row on Pipes’ smashes didn’t seem to 
deter the Wessex setter, as he continued to feed them on a plate for Pipes to hit. At 4-4, you 
could have been forgiven for thinking the first technical time out had already been and gone 
such was the intensity and length of the rallies.  Northumbria knew they had to go for broke, 
as nothing less than a win would do. At the first time out Northumbria were where they 
wanted to be; leading 8-7. The break seemed to benefit Wessex more than Northumbria as 
they took the lead at 14-12, pushing further ahead to the second time out 16-12. The serve 
was finally broken at 17-13, but the nerves were starting to show. A smash out followed by a 
service flying long gave Wessex an even greater advantage. Northumbria coach Goodchild 
called a time out at 22-20 down to try and focus his team as mistakes were just as crucial as 
the winners. Wessex were first to reach the set and match point, but a service into the net 
gave Northumbria the chance they were searching for. They weren’t able to take it as the 
serve once again went long. 
 
Congratulations to Wessex BU on a result which is sure to make their Super 8s opposition 
for next season stand up and take note. Given that Team Northumbria have been so 
superior to all comers this season, only conceding 4 sets, it makes their achievement all the 
more remarkable. A superb final, and a great way to end the day 
 

CHAMPIONS OF DIVISION 1 2012/2013 
 

Wessex LeAF BU Vs London Docklands 
 
The event was labelled “a champion will be crowned” and indeed, Wessex was named 
division one champions for the 2012-2013 season, with only one loss against London 
Docklands in the previous fixture. Wessex went into this game knowing they had secured the 
title and a place in next season’s super 8’s. A large crowd had assembled in the hall not for 
the first time this season to cheer on both the 2nd and 1st teams. Wessex captain Dan 
Hunter said to the squad previous to the game that he wanted to show the crowd and 
Docklands why we deserved to be champions by playing our highest level against the away 
team and prepare for the National Cup Final, which is exactly what the home side did. 
 
 A similar starting line up to previous games took to the court, Alex Chevau, Ben Pipes, Dan 
Hunter, Alex Clare, Andy Clayton, Matt Hunter and Olly Batt with Carl Butcher, Miguel 
Espinoza, Sam Allen, Aaron Walrond and Ryan Stout on the bench. 
 
 The first set saw the side lead comfortably from start to finish, with Andy Clayton setting the 
tone with a huge tempo ball for the first point of the match. A barrage of tough serves, big 
blocks and kills from attackers meant London Docklands couldn’t apply the same pressure 
they did in the reverse fixture, allowing Wessex to comfortably win the set 25-14. 
 
 The second set was even more comfortable than the first set, with the squad and crowd 
already in party mode to pick up the trophy that was waiting. Substitutes were given court 
time with Carl Butcher and Miguel Espinoza coming into the mix for Ben Pipes and Alex 
Chevau, allowing 3 front court attackers to keep the away team guessing. Ryan Stout and 



Aaron Walrond also entered the mix which did not hinder the squad and their momentum, 
winning the set 25-9. 
 
 In the 3rd set, London Docklands again didn’t put up much of a fight, with their playoff game 
against Solent in the back of their minds, Wessex again ran away to match point at 24-15. 
Andy Clayton was given the honour of jump serving for the match to a wall of noise from the 
supporters but was however unable to convert (or handle the pressure!). Wessex conceded 
a few sloppy points before winning the set 25-18 and the game 3-0. 
 
Fans were on their feet to explode 100’s of party poppers into the court to a chorus of “we 
are the champions” to which the players from the squad paid their respect to the crowd for 
their dedication this season with a lap of honour shaking everyone’s hands. Finally Hunter 
was able to lift the trophy which the squad have worked so hard for this season and now turn 
their attention to the national cup final this weekend where the squad face current high flyers 
Team Northumbria. 
  

Wessex Junior Men Win in Preparation for National Cup Finals 
  
Wessex Junior Men played their last two South West League matches of the season 
knowing that two victories would secure the runners up position. Going into the matches with 
13 wins in the last 14 games the young team, with an average age of just 16, were confident.  
  
First up were Cardiff Wildcats and Wessex were hoping to repeat the 3-0 away win last 
month. Wessex got ahead right from the start with Peter Rowe, Joel Roberts and Sam 
Walrond passing well. This allowed setter Sam Allen to control the match which he did, 
giving big hitter Miguel Espinoza plenty of point winning opportunities. The lead was 
extended with a fine run of serves from Will Van Wingerden and Walrond finished off the set 
25-15. 
  
The second set was fairly even up until a serving run from Ben Torrens. After that Wessex 
surged ahead with Nic Morris setting up Roberts and Espinoza for outside power smashes. 
25-18. 
  
A switch of tactics didn’t affect Wessex at all in the third. Torrens and Lyle Anderton served 
consistently to open up a 15-2 lead. The speed, power and variation in the Wessex attacks 
proved too much for Cardiff as the local boys rattled off the points. It was left to Roberts, on 
his return to action, to hammer home a quick set and complete a stuff block. 25-14 
  
Next up were Yeovil, who are an experienced team. Setter Allen was setting superbly to all 
his team mates, with Espinoza, Roberts and Walrond being particularly unstoppable. The 
occasional quick attack to middles Van Wingerden and Anderton worked well and with the 
introduction of Gervaise Bynoe and Harry Jones, the set was won 25-13.   The second set 
was even more convincing as Allen served Wessex to a 6-0 lead. With the Wessex defence 
working well it allowed further serving runs from Anderton , Torrens and Van Wingerden to  
ensure a comfortable 25-9 set win. To their credit Yeovil stuck at it but fantastic hitting and 
movement from Roberts, Espinoza and Walrond gave Wessex a 19-12 lead. With Espinoza 
and Roberts withdrawn from the action it was left to Bynoe and Jones to see Wessex 
through to a 25-22 win. 
  
As Ben Torrens said afterwards “A massive well done to players, coaches and fans alike.” 
  
Wessex now look forward to the English Volleyball National Final on the 21st April where 
they play current champions Boswells from Essex. 
  



Squad – Sam Allen, Miguel Espinoza, Joel Roberts, Sam Walrond, Peter Rowe, Lyle 
Anderton, Ben Torrens, Will Van Wingerden, Nick Morris, Harry Jones, Gervaise Bynoe. 
  

Wessex LeAF BU 3 – 0 London Lynx 
  
Sunday 7th April saw Wessex LeAF BU have a 7.30am departure to University of East 
London for their last away game of the 2012-2013 seasons against London Lynx. A win for 
Wessex would secure the title and promotion to the Super 8s division with a clear point 
difference. 
  
The first set started with Alex Chivau, Dan Hunter (c), Matt Hunter, Ben Pipes, Alex Clare, 
Tomek Lasocki and Olly Batt. The Wessex team got off to a strong start after a series of 
blocks from Matt Hunter and good defence play. Strong serving from Dan Hunter gave 
Wessex a lead that they never looked like losing. Combination attacks and strong hitting 
from Ben Pipes kept Lynx at bay and closed the set 25-17. 
  
Set two started in the same fashion. A good service run from Alex Chivau allowed Wessex to 
keep control of the game. Good serve reception from Alex Clare and Olly Batt gave Chivau 
the luxury of all his attacking options. At the second technical time out, head coach Vangelis 
Koutouleas changed the side around with a double substitution with Carl Butcher and Ryan 
Palmer coming into the action. They both made an immediate impact with Butcher giving 
Palmer a free net and he killed the ball showing the strength in the Wessex squad. Rob 
Duckmanton came into the action replacing Batt to give strong reception so Butcher could 
set up the Wessex attacks and close the set 25-20. 
  
Third set Wessex traded points with Lynx. The team knew it was a game of control and 
keeping their level they knew they were capable of. As errors crept in and the score line 
close, coach Vangelis changed the team and the subs made a big impact getting a 5 point 
lead seeing Aaron Walrond going on a great service run and all but finishing the game. At a 
timeout 21-16 up, the Wessex team knew they were 4 points away from the title. A series of 
passing and attacking errors brought the score close but a big hit from Hunter gave them 
match point and the team converted it to win the set 25-22 and the game 3-0. 
  
The win sees the Wessex Men's team promoted to the Super 8s division for the first time in 
the last 10 years. The team have their final home game of the season against the only team 
that has beaten them this year; London Docklands. Wessex will be lifting the league title on 
Saturday 13th April after the match. More details can be found at wessexvolleyball.com or 
on Twitter @WessexVolley 
  
Wessex Rocare 2-3 & 0-3 London Polonia 
  
Wessex Rocare was knocked out of the end-of-season Super 8 play-offs when they lost to 
Polonia Ealing in London.  In the first match of a double-header, Wessex took command in 
the first set, running out winners by 20-15.  However, Polonia came back to win the 2nd set 
by 25-21.  Despite being 24-20 down in the 3rd set, Wessex scored 6 points in a row to win 
26-24.  The turning point was the 4th set.  At 23-24 down, Wessex were within sight of 
victory over the team ranked 2nd in England. Unfortunately, Polonia managed to close out 
the set by 25-23 and with the backing of a noisy crowd, storm through the 5th set by 15-7. 
  
On the 2nd day, Wessex Rocare knew that if they could just win today, they would go an 
extra "Golden Set", to settle the tie.  Unfortunately, Wessex couldn't improve on their 
previous day's performance, losing three very tight sets 25-23, 25-23 and 25-22. 
  



Despite this loss, it has been a very positive season for Wessex Rocare.  They have risen 
from 6th in the Super 8's last year to 3rd, and reached the semi-finals of both the National 
Cup and the Super 8 
 

Wessex Rocare 3 v 0 Ashcombe (25-6, 25-10, 25-5) 
 
With the regular season have finished, Wessex Rocare ladies hosted Ashcombe, Dorking in 
the quarter-finals of the Super 8's play-offs. Having beaten them 3-0 at their last meeting 
Wessex were feeling confident and wanted to show the home crowd how far they had come 
since the beginning of the season. 
 
A delay at the start meant that neither teams had long to warm up but Wessex took full 
advantage of the time they had and went on court ready to fight. 
 
Having won serve, Tinker set the pace of the match by winning a run of 14 points which 
gained Wessex a massive lead. This gave the girls the confidence to bring some of the 
younger players on to court. Clever running by Smith and Jeffery in the middle meant that at 
times there was an open net which the attackers made full use of. Consistent serving by 
every player meant that Wessex kept their lead enabling them to take the first set 25-6. 
 
Taking full advantage of their strong lead the ladies went back on court for the second set 
holding nothing back. Ashcombe were not going to give up easily though and kept at 
Wessex's heals. Even so, by not letting Ashcombe win long strings of points it wasn't long 
until Wessex once again pulled ahead. Consistent passing meant that the setters could 
make use of all attacking options and strong serving by Vicky Palmer allowed Wessex to 
take the second 25-10. 
 
With Wessex being fully in control there was not much Ashcombe could do to stop the gap 
forming between the scores. Great serving by Grimson took the girls up to 20-5 at which 
point  Ashcombe started to fight back. What looked like a come back suddenly stopped 
when one of the Ashcombe ladies rolled her ankle making her unable to play. With them only 
having 6 players this unfortunately meant that they had to forfeit the match giving Wessex 
the win.  
 
The win means that Wessex Rocare are now through to the Playoff Semi-finals, where they 
will travel to London this weekend for two matches against Polonia Ealing.  Although 
Wessex Rocare have beaten Polonia on the last two occasions, Polonia finished second in 
Super 8's, and Wessex will be without Olympian, Zara Dampney, competing in her first 
European Beach Volleyball event of the season in Turkey, and middle blocker Natalia 
Jutkiewicz, preparing for her wedding.  However, Canadian Danielle Simpson should be 
available again after a month out with a broken finger. 
 

Wessex Rocare vs Swiss Cottage (3-0; 25-21, 25-13, 25-16) 
 
After a long weekend of two other matches Wessex turned up to the game apprehensive 
they would not have the energy to fight through the game. With a shaky start in the first set, 
the teams were neck and neck to the 20's, however Wessex found their fight and with a 
good run of serves and some winning attacks from Vicky Palmer, Wessex pulled through to 
win 25-21. 
  
The second set started very differently with Wessex carrying through their momentum from 
the first set, Swiss Cottage struggled to keep up with them, with excellent service receive 
from the libero Sarah Palmer allowing some big hits through the middle from Lizzie Smith 
Wessex took control of the set. The coach Geoff Allen made a tactical substitution to bring 



on Jeffery to serve which gave Wessex the final push they needed, leading them to take the 
set 25-13. 
  
The last set was much the same with every player stepping up knowing that to win this set 
would mean they would reach their goal of finishing third in the league. With a good run of 
serves from Beddows and some huge attacks by Grimson Wessex, won the third set 
comfortably 25-16, finishing in third place with a chance to qualify for the league final. A 
successful but tough weekend for the girls to finish their league matches for this season. 
  

Wessex Rocare vs Ashcombe (3-0; 25-19, 25-16, 25-12) 
 
Report to follow! 
 

Wessex Rocare vs Malory Eagles (0-3; 21-25, 10-25, 20-25) 
 
Taking a break from the normal league matches Wessex Rocare ladies came against Malory 
Eagles last Saturday for the Cup Semi Finals. With two teams already through to the final 
(Men's and under 18's boys) the ladies were hoping to make it three. With their last meeting 
resulting in a titanic 2-3 battle the ladies knew that it was going to be a tough match but 
hoped that I was finally their time to take the win. 
 
Even after a strong start by Wessex Malory did not seem phased at all and soon came back 
with all guns blazing. Strong blocking by Malory neutralised Wessex's normally dominate 
attacking resulting in Malory building a 17-11 lead. A substitution of Cheaney for Jutkienicz 
meant that she was now on the baseline to serve. Consistent serving backed up with 
confident attacking by Wessex meant that the scores were brought back to being equal. This 
however could not be maintained and Malory went forward to take the first set 25-21. 
 
Being one set down the ladies felt the pressure which allowed Malory to take a strong initial 
lead. Strong serving and attacking from the London side was too much for the Wessex team 
to handle which resulted in them set closing out quickly with the score being 25-10. 
 
Despite this drop in form Wessex came out strong in the third set exchanging points with 
Malory allowing players to come on from the bench including Tinker and Fullerton. Strong 
passing enabled Wessex to bring the middle into play but dedicated blockers on the other 
side of the net meant that no long string of points were able to be won. Knowing that there 
was nothing to lose the ladies held nothing back with attacking bringing the scores almost 
equal but a strong serving streak from Malory led to them taking the third and final set 25-20. 
  

Top Spot for Wessex U15 Girls 
 
Wessex U15 Girls continued their fine form by winning the South Division Championships in 
Reading on Saturday.   
 
Match 1: Wessex U15s vs Dartford 
 
The first match of the day was against Dartford. Wessex started slowly, finding it difficult to 
find any rhythm, maybe the cold and snowy journey was still in the system! At 15-15 Dartford 
had been gifted most of their points, a time out seemed to re-focus the Wessex girls who 
began playing the quality volleyball they are capable of, eventually running on set winners 
25-18. The second set was a one sided affair with Dartford unable to cope with Wessex’s 
excellent aggressive serving, particularly from Holly Merrifeld and Lois Chitticks.  The set 
was final won 25-10, a great start to the day. 
 



Match 2: Wessex U15 vs Malory 
 
Next up were Malory, who on the evidence of their match against Dartford were going 
provide a much tougher test. Wessex however were up for the challenge producing some 
great play with attacks from Merrifeld, Wenna Grigg and Melissa Hanger standing out. At 19-
12 subs Jess Marais and Tess Power joined the game, both making in impact with confident 
attacking play, before the set was won 25-19. The second set was a closer affair as Malory 
raised their game, however Wessex were able to match the London outfit and at 19-19 knew 
one more point would win the two set match. A cross court role shot from Lizzie Wyatt won 
point 20 and booked a place in the semi-finals. With the scores tied at 24-24 Wessex were 
serving for the match in a capped set, unfortunately the serve was netted and the game lost 
25-24. 
 
Match 3: Wessex U15s vs Richmond 
 
The semi-final against Richmond was a one sided affair and gave the coaching team a 
chance to give some of the younger and less experienced players some court time.  All did 
everything that was asked of them, well done Lauren, Erin and Beth. The place in the final 
was booked, but at a cost – mid way through set one Melissa Hanger suffered an ankle 
injury during a net joust, which unfortunately ruled her out of the final. 
 
Match 4: FINAL: Wessex U15s vs Wiltshire Maverick (17:25, 25-15) 
 
South West foes Wiltshire Maverick lay in wait in the final. Having beaten Mavericks in the 
SW championship’s Wessex went into the match in a confident mood. 
 
With Hanger out Wyatt moved from middle to opposite and Power came into the middle. 
 
Mavericks proved to be a strong unit with good attacking options through their experienced 
middle players. Wessex however showed great skill in defence, with some excellent pick –
ups by captain Chitticks and Merrifeld. At 12-12 the game was well balanced, but a run of 
point gave Mavericks a 13-18 lead. Wessex were unable to close the gap, finally losing the 
set 25-17. 
 
The second set mirrored the first with both teams producing some fine volleyball, but despite 
a 17-15 lead Wessex were in trouble, with Mavericks only needing two points to win this two 
set final. Wyatt then stepped up to serve knowing that any error would probably mean the 
game was lost. Holding her nerve Wyatt produced a run of eight excellent serves, everyone 
putting pressure on the Mavericks receivers, it was far from a one girl show though as the 
whole team played faultless volleyball to win the 8 points required to take the game 25-15. 
Wessex U15’s girls NEVER give up! 
 
  
 
The win booked a place in the National Finals in Kettering, were Wessex hope to improve on 
last year’s 3rd place. 
 
Squad -  Lois Chitticks (captain), Lizzie Wyatt (vice captain), Holly Merrifeld, Wenna Grigg, 
Amber Davies, Georgie Cooper, Melissa Hanger, Tess Power, Jess Marais, Beth Pardon, 
Erin Thorne, Lauren Lyddiatt 
 
This weekend saw the return of the National League competition. All 4 Wessex teams were 
in action and all 4 recorded fantastic wins. 
 
4 WINS FROM 4 in the National Leauge 



 
Results: 
Wessex LeAF BU 3 - 0 Tendring (25-18, 25-16, 25-21) 
Wessex Rocare 3 - 0 City of Salford (25-15, 25-16, 25-14) 
Wessex Men 2 3 - 1 Guilford International (21-25, 25-14, 25-20, 25-22) 
Wessex Women 2 3 - 0 Essex Trinity (26-24, 25-21, 25-17) 
 

Wessex Rocare vs City of Salford 
 
Having previously come across City of Salford and winning earlier in the season at Salford's 
home venue, Wessex Rocare ladies were ready to prove that it wasn't a fluke. After a shaky 
start with neither team really pulling away Wessex started to get their heads in the game and 
powerful hitting by Grimson and Palmer allowed them to gain a 7 point lead at 19-12. A 
timeout called by Salford enabled the girls to come together and figure out a game plan. 
Consistent serving by Jutkiewicz brought the score up to 23-12 where clever attacking 
allowed Wessex to take the first set 25-15. 
 
With the ladies being in control of the game it allowed younger players to come off the bench 
and play their part. Even with keys player missing from Wessex's team, Salford we're unable 
to win more than 3 points in a row at a time and with a run of 7 serves from Grimson Wessex 
were quickly able to take the second set 25-16. 
 
A slow start in the third set meant that the girls had to refocus but strong serving by Simpson 
once again put them in front. As with every other game Sarah Palmer's fearless defence 
meant that the setters had many options allowing the middles to be very effective. Clever 
game play and confident serving by Crane led the Wessex ladies to take the third and final 
set 25-14. 
 
This 3-0 win puts the ladies third in the league and hopefully this winning streak will be 
continued through to next weekend’s 3 match extravaganza.  
 
Wessex Rocare are now preparing for their biggest game of the season. A Friday night 
special sees Wessex Rocare meet Malory Eagles in the National Cup Semi Finals at 
7.30pm, Oakmead. All are welcome, free entry and supporters are recommended to wear 
the Wessex Blue and make some noise! 
 
Squad- Vicky Palmer (C), Sarah Palmer (L), Natalia Jutkiewicz, Jess Grimson, Dannielle 
Simpson, Emma Crane, Stacy Fullerton, Gemma Beddows, Annie Tinker, Lizzie Smith, 
Megan Cheaney 
 

Wessex LeAF BU Vs Tendring 
 
Today saw a very different side to the one that fought hard for a 3-0 victory against Polonia 
last weekend in the cup semi-final, amongst the ranks were Joe Waterman, Sam Allen and 
Sam Walrond, 2 young juniors with huge futures in the game. 
 
The starting line-up consisted of Carl Butcher, Ben Pipes, Alex Clare, Dan Hunter, Andy 
Clayton, Tomek Lasocki and Joe Waterman. 
 
The first set started off slowly with a service mistake from Butcher and poor service receive 
from the Wessex passing unit. It didn’t take long however for the home side to find their 
rhythm and exploit the small blocker in position 4 to win consecutive points and push to the 
first technical time out. The side continued to push hard, using Lasocki and Pipes well to 



increase the points lead. Tough serving from Clayton and Hunter saw the side finish off the 
set 25-18. 
 
The second set saw Waterman continue to give Butcher options in attack with consistent 
serving, allowing Clare, Hunter, Clayton and Lasocki all exploit holes in the block to score 
points. Waterman and Hunter gave 3 perfect passes which Butcher dispatched with clever 
tips, much to the frustration of the opposition blockers. Pipes was in imperious form again, 
killing balls from front and back court, allowing the opposition no entry into the game. Olly 
Batt came on for Pipes, with Sam Walrond coming on for Butcher in a double substitution, 
both players making positive impacts. Matt Hunter entered the fold and served strong as he 
has done all season, ensuring the score line ticked over to 2-0. 
 
The final set saw the same starting line up with coach Vangelis eager to use all of his 
substitutes. Aaron Walrond, Sam Walrond, Sam Allen, Olly Batt and Matt Hunter all came 
into the action and helped a Wessex side high on confidence push for another vital 3 points, 
finishing the set 25-21. 
 
The post-match celebrations were enhanced at the news that Butcher’s former team 
Birmingham had beaten 2nd place Docklands 3-2, ensuring that 1 more win in the league 
would give the side the league title and a place in the super 8’s division next season. The 
side can now concentrate hard in preparation for the games that will secure them the league 
title and push Northumbria in the cup final in April. 
 
MVP today was Ben Pipes. 
 
Squad - Dan Hunter (C), Joe Waterman (L), Olly Batt, Ben Pipes, Tomek Lasocki, Matt 
Hunter, Alex Clare, Andy Clayton, Carl Butcher, Aaron Walrond, Sam Walrond, Sam Allen 
 

Wessex Junior Men 13 WINS from 14! 
  
Wessex Junior Men made it 13 wins out of 14 in the South West League at the weekend 
with 3-0 wins over Cardiff Wildcats and ABS, Devon. 
  
It was two very good performances considering the team travelled to Cardiff with only 5 
hitters as Koko Stoimneov, Miguel Espinoza and Nathan Fullerton were unavailable. Added 
to that power hitter, Joel Roberts, was ill on the journey so it looked as though it would be a 
tough task to get the wins the team needed to go top. However Roberts recovered to take 
his place in the starting six against ABS. 
 Sam Allen - Controlled the game through Setting and Serving 
The match started with a fine run of serves from Sam Allen which was nullified by a series of 
unforced hitting errors by his team mates. Once this was corrected the team went on to win 
25-19. In the second set Allen spread the attack well to allow his spikers to hit winners. 
Middle, Lyle Anderton was having a good game typified by a run of serving points which was 
surpassed by Roberts with string of seven serves.  Well in control of the game the set was 
won 25-13.   With Sam Walrond, Peter Rowe and Joel Roberts passing well the Wessex 
attack looked impressive and they built a big lead. The wing play of Harry Jones and the 
blocking of Sam Walrond were difficult obstacles for ABS to overcome. Nic Morris came on 
as the Wessex boys won 25-17. 
  
The match against Cardiff Wildcats looked to be the more difficult one and indeed they came 
out fighting and hitting aggressively. Wessex showed their skill though and Gervaise Bynoe 
set well to his big hitters, Roberts and Walrond.  The set was won 25-18.  Much of the same 
followed in the second with Rowe passing well and Bynoe using the middles, Anderton and 
Will Van Wingerden to win valuable points. There was a couple of missed serves at the end 
of the set but Wessex steadied to win 25-21. 



  
A lack of control and poor reading of the game saw a bad start from Wessex in the third.  
Wessex were 10-16 down but setter, Allen, came on and the team started to fight together to 
claw back the deficit. Walrond was hitting well and the passing with Rowe was good. 
Roberts hit a stunning line smash which, to their credit, the Cardiff players applauded.  The 
comeback was complete as the Wessex boys won 25-22. 
  
A fantastic team effect by the squad of Lyle Anderton, Sam Allen, Sam Walrond, Joel 
Roberts, Gervaise Bynoe, Harry Jones, Peter Rowe, Will Van Wingerden, Nick Morris. 
  
 
Saturday 9th March 
  
Ed van Wingerden, Mohit Kerai, Sam Wyatt 
  
On Saturday we ventured to Weston Super-Mare to compete in the Final Competition of the 
Mini-Volleyball U15s Grand Prix. We played hard throughout the day challenging our bodys 
to their very limits to bring back some valiant trophies to hold in the clubs name. We started 
the day strong by winning our first set of games with our score high into the twenties and the 
opponent's flagging lifelessly into the teens. Mo had the expert libero passing skills to pick 
up many a shot played at us. We were feeling good with our victories until we faced 
Academy of Beach Sports for the second time. Sam and Ed worked to improve their blocks 
against the opponents hitting  which became much stronger and scored us points. Our 
hitting became on point once we got into out stride. We played our very best but could only 
manage a pitiful 15-14 loss. We then decided we needed to up our game and didn't let this 
loss ruin us. We got back in gear and proceeded to beat our opposition (Taunton Torpedos 
and Taunton Wolves) with the highest scores possible. 
  
At the end of the tournament our points scored in our last few important games (which we 
drew against ABS) lead us to overall victory for the Championship. We look forward to taking 
this experience on to victory in the National U15 Cup. 
Report thanks to Ed van Wingerden 
 

Men in National Cup Final! 
 
London Polonia Vs Wessex BU (Cup Semi-Final)  
 
The match can be watched on YouTube HERE! 
 
 The Wessex squad travelled to Ealing, London this weekend to take on 3rd placed Polonia 
in the cup semi-final. Wessex are currently on a great run of form, only dropping one set 
since the Christmas break, with Polonia also going strong in the Super 8’s division. With a 
huge game anticipated, like Wessex, Polonia had also promoted the game well, with a huge 
crowd of partisan supporters present to cheer on their home team. 
 
 Alex Chevau, Ben Pipes, Dan Hunter, Alex Clare, Andy Clayton, Tomek Lasocki and Olly 
Batt lined up for the first set. After an in depth team talk about tactics to beat the opposition, 
Wessex were confident of taking on the higher ranked team and become the first team from 
a lower division to make it to the cup final. 
 
 The first set started well for both teams as they served tough and sided out efficiently. The 
Wessex passing unit held up well against Polonia’s deep float serving, with Dan Hunter and 
Alex Clare leading the passing unit. Consistent passing allowed Chevau to use all of his 
options, in particular Pipes through the back court position as Polonia’s outside blocker 
constantly tucked in with the threat of Wessex’s big middle hitters. Excellent float serving 



from Hunter and Chevau kept the pressure on the home team and allowed Wessex to pull 
away and take the first set of the semi-final 25-20. 
 
 After the change around, Wessex pulled away from Polonia to the first technical time out 
with ease, looking as if the home team had lost their belief and their small group of noisy 
supporters in the corner of the hall. Wessex exploited a poor Polonia block, with Clayton and 
Lasocki both having joy against the Polonia middle blockers. Pipes was again blocking 
efficiently, shutting out the Polonia outside attackers, and Batt and Hunter defended strongly 
on the back court, stopping balls being killed and annoying the Polonia players. Espinoza 
and Butcher came into the mix at the end of the set for Pipes and Chevau to give the front 
court 3 attackers once more. Espinoza was however unable to finish the ball with strong 
block and defence from Polonia, allowing the home team to fight back to 23-23. A jump 
serve into the net and a controversial refereeing decision over ruling a line attack from Dan 
meant Wessex were 2-0 and favourites to make the final. 
 
 The third set saw an improved Polonia performance, keeping Wessex in their sights 
throughout the set. The partisan supporters were doing everything in their power to put off 
the Wessex servers, using air horns and terrible dancing to distract players. This however 
did not deter the away side but only gave them more reason to win, particularly Pipes, 
Clayton and Hunter thriving from the noise and atmosphere. Matt Hunter again came on as a 
serving sub, putting the reception unit under pressure. After one final push, Wessex sided 
out and took the set 25-22. The side were visibly ecstatic, with Wessex old boys Dan Hunter 
and Olly Batt clearly joyed by the team’s performance. 
 
 Wessex will now face their toughest and arguably the best side in the country at present, 
Team Northumbria in the final. The final will take place at the National Volleyball Centre, 
Kettering on 20th April. Before then, the team return to league action, looking to win the 
league and promotion to the super 8’s division. 
 
  
 
  
 

Wessex Junior Men in National Cup Final 
 
Wessex Volleyball have set yet another English record this season by getting all six teams 
into the quarter finals of the National Cup.  While the Men went to London on Saturday to 
play Polonia in a bid to reach their Final, the junior teams travelled to Kettering at the 
weekend.     
 
Buoyed by the news that the Men had beaten the third Super 8’s team this season to 
become the first Div 1 team to play in a National Final the spirit at the junior championships 
was high. 
 
Could the Under 18 Men join them? Their first match of the weekend was against arch rivals 
from a few years ago, Tendring from Essex. Although it was good to see them return to the 
top of junior volleyball Wessex weren’t going to be too welcoming! A few missed serves 
didn’t help but as soon as the Wessex boys settled, the game swung their way. The 
backcourt was dominated by libero Harry Jones while the front by Miguel Espinoza with his 
power hitting. Wessex were too powerful and won 25-19 25-14.  
 
Next up were Newcastle. Ben Torrens excelled on the left wing and with his serving in the 
first set while Nic Morris and Dave Corbin showed their potential with promising second set 
performances. 25-16 25-15. 
 



Nottingham Rockets were a team brimming with talent and tipped to make the final but 
Wessex had other ideas. Joel Roberts, Jones and Sam Walrond controlled the pass while 
Koko Stoimenov, Roberts and Espinoza got in some stunning blocks. As well as these 
blocks all three players were powering smashes past the Rockets front line. Will Van 
Wingerden made a good contribution with a series of accurate serves and when Wessex 
dropped their level, setter Gervaise Bynoe came on to make his usual impact. 25-21 25-18  
 
Wessex were into the semi final against Castle, Staffs. Boosting several England juniors 
they would be a big threat to the Wessex ambition of getting to the Final. As expected the 
Castle big hitters traded points with the Roberts and Espionza so it was fairly equal in the 
early stages. Excellent serving and blocking from Wessex managed to disrupt the Staffs 
attack and, with the whole team gelling and fighting as one, the set was taken 25-20. 
 
The second set started with Nathan Fullerton killing two fast sets from Sam Allen to the 
delight of the watching supporters. With fine passing from Jones and Walrond, Allen was 
able to control the game, switching the attack to the best advantage. Staffs weren’t coping 
but a missed serve and a terrible line decision by the second referee changed the 
momentum to Staffs. From 8 – 2 up Wessex suddenly were unable to find a winning attack 
and the outcome was now uncertain. At 22-18 down the match looked to be going into a 
deciding set. As Jones dominated the backcourt, Espinoza and Roberts were now scoring 
points again with unstoppable hitting while Stoimenov was blocking well but pressure was 
needed to stop Staffs attacking. Up stepped Walrond to serve. Despite abuse from the Staffs 
crowd he came up with five outstanding hard and low float serves. 24-22 to Wessex. Staffs 
came up with a big hit. 24-23 Wessex needed a point. A great pass enabled Allen to set the 
ball to Roberts on the left. A big swing from him sent the ball off the Staffs block and victory 
went to Wessex 25-23. 
 
The celebration at the end of the match showed just how important it was to these fantastic 
Wessex players to achieve a place in the National Final on the 21st April. 
 
 
Squad 
Lyle Anderton, Joel Roberts, Miguel Espinoza, Sam Allen, Koko Stoimenov, Harry Jones, 
Nathan Fullerton, Ben Torrens, Gervaise Bynoe, Dave Corbin, Nick Morris, Will Van 
Wingerden, Peter Rowe Coaches Lynn Allen, Anthony Roberts. 
 

Wessex Jnr Men in Action in SW League 
 
Wessex Junior Men knew that their 10 match winning run in the SW League may be haltered 
as they went to league leaders Exeter Storm with three of their first six missing. 
 
Both sides started the match trading points with neither side managing to get a clear lead. 
Three serves from Joel Roberts kept Wessex in the set towards the end but they failed to 
use the Storm weakness and the Devon side’s experience showed in a 25-23 win. 
 
Wessex were struggling in the 2nd set but a run of five line serves from Will Van Wingerden 
put the pressure on Storm who fell behind. Having established this lead the Wessex boys 
were let down by poor passing which led to a three point deficit.  Fighting hard and with 
some good wide setting from Nic Morris to Sam Walrond they were just unable to claw it 
back, again losing 25-23.  
 
The Wessex u17s were now frustrated – playing well at times but unable to find enough 
consistency to clinch a set.  This was reinforced in the third set, as despite some intelligent 
control of the attack from Sam Allen which included good combinations with Dave Corbin 
and Ben Torrens, Wessex found themselves 14-4 down. Alves’s serving for Storm was too 



good and the power hitting of Roberts and Walrond was being stopped by the Polish 
blockers, Baranovs and Zhischenko. To their credit Wessex continued to fight hard before 
finally succumbing 25-20. 
 
The second match of the weekend was against Torexe and Wessex were keen to get back 
to winning ways. However they were off the pace and made unforced error after unforced 
error to lose 25-13.  With Peter Rowe taking over the libero shirt the pass started to come in 
more consistently. This meant that Gervaise Bynoe could create faster attacks which his 
hitters made good use of. A few good middle blocks from Corbin helped the boys to a 25-21 
win. 
 
Into the third set and the momentum and swung back to Torexe. Walrond and Harry Jones 
were scoring points on the outside but the serving wasn’t tough enough and the set went to 
the Torexe side of overseas players. 25-22.  Needing to win the fourth set Roberts served 
Wessex into a 6-0 lead.  From then on the team gelled and played their best volleyball of the 
day to win 25-11.  The match was level so into the deciding set. 
 
Perhaps it was complacency but poor defence let Wessex down at the start.  4-8 down, 6-10 
and 8-12 down Wessex were struggling to make up for their poor start. Walrond got a couple 
of blocks and then Bynoe and Torrens came on to give more attacking options. A Roberts 
backcourt attack pulled a point back to 9-12.  The pressure was on Wessex but Torrens 
showed good composure to serve five straight points. Now Wessex were winning  14-12 and 
a block from Corbin sealed the win 15-12. 
 
Squad – Lyle Anderton, Gervaise Bynoe, Joel Roberts, Peter Rowe, Dave Corbin, Sam 
Walrond, Harry Jones, Will Van Wingerden, Sam Allen, Nic Morris, Ben Torrens. 
 
The Wessex Junior Men travel to Cardiff next Sunday looking for two wins that will keep 
them in second place in the league. 
 
  
 
 

Match Report: Wessex Rocare 1 – 3 Team Northumbria 
 
Team Northumbria came to Leaf having not dropped a set all season.  By offering heavily 
subsidised degree courses at North-East universities, they have been able to sign five 
players who played professionally in Europe last season.  They went away having dropped 
their first set and acknowledging that Wessex Rocare had given them their toughest game 
all season. 
 
Northumbria opened up a 3 point lead in the 1st set, but Wessex strong hitting by Dampney 
and Palmer pegged them back.  Eventually, the greater power pulled Northumbria away 
again for a 25-20 win.  The second set showed Wessex at their best, edging ahead through 
tough accurate serving, powerful smashing and a never-say-die attitude in backcourt, to 
draw level with a 25-23 win. 
 
Despite continued resistance and some long, exciting rallies, Northumbria regained 
command, to win the third set by 25-18 and then the fourth by 25-16.  Even these sets were 
not one-sided, with both teams fighting tooth and nail for every point. 
 
Afterwards, coach Geoff Allen said "I was pleased with the attitude of the players and the 
progress they are making in their play.  If we can keep this improvement up, we will 
challenge even Northumbria at the end of the season.  However, we first have to beat 2nd-
placed London Polonia in the Cup quarter-finals next Saturday at Leaf". 



 

Match Report: Wessex LeAF BU 3 – 0 Nottingham Rockets 
 
Wessex went into the game following a prolonged break due to adverse weather conditions 
which caused a number of NVL games to be called off. London Docklands took top spot in 
the league as their game was able to be played which piled on the pressure for the home 
team not to drop a set. 
 
New signings Alex Chevau and Tomek Lasocki, both former Polonia players under Vangelis 
were both in the squad of 12, with the team hoping their experience at the top level of 
English volleyball helps push the south coast outfit to the summit of English volleyball. 
 
A familiar starting line up with Carl Butcher, Ben Pipes, Kirk Pitman, Dan Hunter, Andrew 
Clayton, Olly Batt and Tomek Lasocki making his first appearance through the middle 
entered the court. 
 
The set started off well for the home team with some big hits from Pitman and Pipes 
ensuring the team went into the first technical time out up. Nottingham were weak on service 
reception, with Wessex piling on the pressure thanks to tough serves from Clayton and 
Pitman. Reception was consistent for Wessex, allowing Butcher to stretch the opponents 
block and give a number of 1 v 1’s and no man blocks. Wessex pushed hard and finished 
the set strongly 25-18. 
 
In the second set Butcher was replaced by Chevau and Lasocki by Clare. The new players 
took to the court well with Chevau linking to his attacking options allowing points to be 
scored all over the court. Hunter in particular was having a better hitting game, burying a 
number of balls centre court. The set was taken comfortably 25-16. 
 
 The third set saw the same intensity from the home team, who were making less and less 
unforced errors on both service and attack, giving Nottingham a number of problems. Matt 
Hunter and Joe Waterman were put into the mix towards the end of the set, Joe our newest 
signing to help strengthen our back court and defensive options. The away team just couldn’t 
get to grips with the attacking power of the home side, and inevitably lost the set 25-13. 
 
 This bodes well for Wessex, who face Malory on the 2nd in what has to be their biggest 
game of the season so far. Malory currently occupy 2nd place in the super 8’s table, losing 3 
games and dropping 14 sets. Home advantage will play a key part in the game, with a 
packed and noisy sports hall giving the home team the best chance to progress to the semi-
finals of the cup.  
 

 U16 Girls through to Last 8s  
 
Following wins over Team Southampton and London Lynx the Wessex U16 Girls secured a 
place in the last 8's of the National Cup, to be held in Kettering at the end of February.   First 
up were local rivals Team Southampton. Early on the set was close with both teams trying to 
find their rhythm and measure up the opposition.  At 3-4 down Wesssex captain Holly 
Merriefield stepped up to serve and powered the ball cross court causing Southampton all 
kinds of problems, this continued for the next 7 serves, the run finally finishing at 11-5, which 
included 2 aces.   Wessex continued to control the set and were looking comfortable at 16-
10, however Southampton put a run of points together to bring the game back to 17-17.  A 
Wessex time out was called were the instruction was 'stay  aggressive and feed our middle 
players'. The team followed the instructions to the letter, with  setter Lois Chiticks setting up 
attacks for Millie Smith and then Rachael McNeil to run out set winners 25-19.  The whole 
team played really well,  but the setting of Chitticks really stood out as did the hitting and 



blocking of Smith. The second set followed a very similar pattern to the first, with Wessex in 
control at 17-10 before letting Southampton back into the set. Again the girls stayed 
aggressive and didn't panic and finally closed the set out 25-19, following some great hitting 
by McNeil and a good serving run from Lizzie Wyatt.A great team performance and a great 
start to the day!  Next up were London Lynx, who had just lost to Team 
Southampton.Wessex were in total control of the first set and at 18-9 should have closed it 
out, however Lynx had other ideas and fought back 22-22 before taking the set 25-22.The 
loss of focus in the first set did not continue into the second! The girls powering to a 17-10 
lead thanks to some fine setting from Chitticks, which was aided by the accurate passing of 
Merrifield, Georgie Cooper and Wenna Grigg. The girls levelled the game with a 25-11 set 
win. The 3 set started well with the 2 best servers of the day, Chitticks and Merrifield, 
keeping Lynx under pressure and pulling out a 5-1 lead. A nice tip from vice captain Grigg 
gave Wessex an 8-2 lead at the turnaround.Lynx never gave up and edged back into the 
game and at 10-8 down were looking dangerous, however a long rally at 11-8 proved 
decisive, as great team work and picks won the point to take Wessex to 12-8. It was fitting 
that player of the match Chitticks won the final point of the match with a fine second ball 
attack, to win the set 15-9.    This was a great team performance and one that bodes well for 
the last 8's.  Squad - Holly Merrifeld, Wenna Grigg, Amber Davies,  Georgia Heggs, Georgie 
Cooper, Iona Hemming, Lizzie Wyatt, Lois Chitticks,  Melissa Hanger, Milly Smith, Rachael 
McNeil, Tess Power.  
 

Men and Women make NATIONAL CUP SEMI-FINALS!  
 
  
 
 
  
  
  
 
In the week that saw UK Sport refuse to overturn their decision not to provide funding for 
indoor volleyball, local Olympians and GB stars continued their personal legacy commitment. 
Dan Hunter, GB libero with over 100 national caps commented “It is disappointing but not 
unexpected, UK Sports approach to funding team sport is narrow minded and experts like 
Sir Clive Woodward are campaigning for a change in approach. In the meantime, my focus 
is to help put in place a sound infrastructure for volleyball in this area and the signs are very 
encouraging”. 
 
And the weekends results for local club Wessex certainly endorse that sentiment with 6 out 
of 6 teams making it through to the finals weekend, a feat never achieved before. The pick of 
these being at the Leaf Academy where the Wessex ladies and men’s team both started as 
underdogs in their National Cup quarter finals. First on court were the Wessex Rocare ladies 
who, for the fourth year running, were up against London club Polonia, who have always 
managed to come out ahead. This was enough to focus the minds and a strong starting six 
(Smith, Beddows, Palmer, Jutkiewicz, Dampney, Grimson and Sarah Palmer playing libero) 
took centre stage. 
 
It was clear from the start that both teams really wanted to win the match with strong 
attacking coming from both sides as well as amazing defence meaning that the scores were 
level 17-17. At this point Polonia's confidence and experience enabled them to pull ahead 
and take the first set 25-20. 
 
After a team talk the girls went back on court for the second set knowing that they were 
going to have to step up their game. Sarah Palmer's fearless defence gave the motivation to 
use every attack to test Polonia's block. Again the scores were close with neither team 



breaking more than 3 points ahead, a time out called at 21-20 allowed Wessex to clear their 
heads and bring up set point. Cheaney came on for Jutkiewicz and served for the set taking 
it 25-22. 
 
 It remained close in the 3rd set and at 12-12 Tinker came on for Beddows as setter which 
changed the tempo enabling the Wessex hitters to get around Polonia's block and find the 
floor. Strong serving by Tinker took Wessex ahead and the third set 25-22. 
 
With the adrenaline flowing and noise from the crowd ringing in their ears Wessex drove 
hard taking a 10-2 lead. Impenetrable blocking blunted the Polonia attack whilst some killer 
attacks and brilliant defence brought Wessex to set and match point. A perfect pass allowed 
Tinker to do a clever second touch which Polonia weren't expecting securing the match 3 – 1 
and a place in the Semi-Finals. 
  
The stage was then set for the men to see how they could fare against the 2nd best team in 
the country. The starting 6 of Chevau, Pipes, Hunter, Pitman, Clayton, Lasocki with Batt as 
libero started well forcing Malory to make a number of errors. Wessex took advantage of the 
small Malory block winning a number of points through the outside position with Pitman and 
Hunter both hitting smart and Clayton blocking Malory’s middle hitter. Tactical serving 
enabled Wessex to shut out the opponents hitting options and extend their lead. Espinoza, 
Butcher and Clare entered the frame for Pipes and Chevau and Clayton, and pushed to win 
the set 25-17. 
  
As expected Malory fought hard in the second set with a number of kill blocks and hits to 
keep it level. Wessex maintained the momentum with Pipes winning a number of points, his 
attack too high for the Malory block. Chevau was finding his hitters well, giving one man 
blocks all over the court. Tough serving, good side out and strong blocking restricted Malory 
as Wessex took the set 25-23. 
  
Into the third set Wessex continued the service pressure, accurate service reception, huge 
hits and strong blocking forcing more Malory errors. Wessex were cruising, Pipes stuff 
blocking the Malory attackers time after time. After a huge combo from Hunter, a reverse hit 
from Pipes and it was match point. Pipes hit a huge jump serve which Malory failed to 
respond to giving Wessex a comfortable victory 25-16 and the match 3 - 0. 
  
Dan Hunter, Captain “Obviously a fantastic result for Wessex against a highly ranked team 
in the Super 8s. The overall team performance was great and shows what we are capable 
of. This has been a fantastic weekend for the club with success across all age groups, just 
reward for the hours of training and commitment from the coaches. We are all looking 
forward to the finals weekend“ 
 

Wessex Jnr Men SW League Unbeaten Run Continues! 
 
Wessex junior men who were on an 8 game winning streak in the South West League took 
on Cardiff and Wiltshire Volleyball clubs at home.  Despite missing their two big hitters Joel 
Roberts and Miguel Espinoza through illness they put in a good team performance to extend 
their streak to 10 and climb to 2nd in the table. 
 
Wessex first match was against Cardiff, another team of junior players.  Off to a slow start 
Wessex couldn’t get the pass right and made error after error. A quick set from Nic Morris 
brought a great middle hit from Koko Stoimenov but it wasn’t enough to stop Cardiff waltzing 
away with the first set 25-12. 
 
From a very collected and motivational team talk Wessex got their act together in set two.   
Stoimenov was switched to the outside and Lyle Anderton brought in for his blocking. Some 



excellent backcourt play from Ben Torrens meant that Sam Allen was more able to feed his 
hitters and a few blocks from Will Van Wingerden, Anderton and Stoimneov saw Wessex 
take a close set 25-23. 
 
The passing was now more consistent with Peter Rowe and Harry Jones prominent. This 
now made for an exciting game to watch with both teams of young players showing their 
skills. Wessex got off to a great start with Stoimenov with great serving causing problems 
with his serve.  However Wessex were now having a struggle to block out the Cardiff hitters 
and the game see sawed throughout the set with neither team getting a significant 
advantage. Both teams had set points but it was the blocking substitution of Sam Walrond 
which paid dividends.  30-28. 
 
Wessex, now on a psychological high went into the fourth set pumped, whilst team Cardiff 
were emotionally blown after putting all of their efforts into the previous set. And thus, 
Wessex,  led by Ben Torrens and Harry Jones’s serving took the final set comfortably; 25-
18. 
 
The next game that Wessex junior men faced was against a totally different age group team 
– a very experienced Wiltshire Maverick squad who were determined to show Wessex how 
formidable they were. But Wessex, who were still on a high from beating Team Cardiff,  
came out strong and from positive encouragement from the home crowd Wessex took the 
first set 25-12 after a run of six serves from Van Wingerden.  Maybe Wessex underestimated 
Wiltshire’s determination and went into the second set less decisive, allowing Wiltshire to 
take a lead.  With Nic Morris back setting, the middles of Van Wingerden and Anderton got 
used to good effect with Walrond, Jones and Torrens hitting winners on the wings.  A tight 
set was finally clinched 25-22.   
 
The final set saw Gervaise Bynoe and Dave Corbin introduced and they gave Wessex a lift 
with some good combinations.  Corbin followed this with some tough serving to establish a 
lead.  With Rowe’s passing and the continued successful hitting of Torrens, Walrond and 
Jones the set was won 25-16. 
 
Squad – Ben Torrens, Koko Stoimenov, Nic Morris, Will Van Wingerden, Peter Rowe, Harry 
Jones, Lyle Anderton, Sam Allen, Dave Corbin, Gervaise Bynoe, Sam Walrond  
 

U15s Qualify to next round of National Cup  
 
Wessex Leaf Under 15's Boys - SW Championship winners Wessex Leaf A were unbeaten 
as they won the SW Under 15 Championship at Melksham on Sat.    Skillful play and great 
team spirit gave impressive performances.  The Wessex Leaf B team were a much younger 
team and they gained valuable experience of six a side volleyball as part of their 
development. Wessex Leaf A qualify for the National Under 15 Cup Southern round  and will 
be aiming for a place in the Finals Dan Harwood, Harry Jones, Sam Wyatt, Ed van 
Wingerden, Jimmy Snell, Nathaniel Thatcher, Tom Allen, Ben Mackenzie, Mo Kerai Wessex  
 

Under 15 Girls - SW Championship winners   
 
v Taunton Juniors 
Wessex won the toss and quickly established a strong lead with Taunton struggling to cope 
with serves, from Wenna and Lois. Wessex continued their strong attack with Holly through 
4 and Lizzie opposite. After winning the first set 25-13, Wessex started off the second set 
strong with Lois serving Wessex to a 14-1 lead. Great hits from Amber and Iona gave 
Wessex the edge meaning Wessex ran out winners 25-13.  
 



V Academy of Beach Sports  
Started off with some excellent hitting and serving from Amber and and superb attacks from 
captain Holly. ABS fought hard and with some clever play and solid defence they managed 
to get the score to 22-22. With the points even at every stage ABS were eventual winners at 
28-26. Wessex knew in the second set they didn't have as much time and so started off with 
some more excellent serving from Lois to give Wessex a 9-0 lead. ABS tried to come back in 
the middle but more strong serving from Lizzie gave Wessex the set 19-7 which had to be 
stopped because of time restrictions. 
 
V Mavericks 
After a hard match against ABS and a slightly deflating match Wessex were determined to 
make their hardest game a good one. Play started off pretty evenly with an experienced 
Mavericks team fighting every point. Good blocking by Amber, sets by Lois and hits by Lizzie 
and Wenna, kept Wessex in the game. With Wessex's confidence growing and the game 
getting closer at 28-29 Wessex came out on top with 2 kills by middle Amber which allowed 
Wessex to win 31-29. 
With the second set on a time limit Wessex were determined to make it a quick win. 
However, similarly to the first set, Mavericks were not letting anything drop on their side of 
the court.     With the game even at 16-16 and time running out it took to Wessex vice 
captain Wenna to tip the ball over the Mavericks block and secure the final point and would 
in the end secure Wessex's place in the next round.  
 
V Melksham  
The final match for Wessex against a young Melksham team proved to be a great ending to 
the day for Wessex. With coach Rex Palmer giving some new squad players more court 
time, they showed their ability with Tess providing excellent sets for Jessie, to show off her 
amazing hitting, and great serving by Lizzie and Erin. Wessex won the set 25-13. In the 
second set Amber came into her own and with some excellent serving helped wessex 
Wessex to a 21-9 lead. With a few final hits from Lizzie Wessex ran out winners 25-12.  
Squad - Holly Merrifield, Lois Chitticks, Amber Davies, Wenna Grigg. Iona Hemmings, Lizzie 
Wyatt, Tess Power, Erin Thorne, Jessie Marais, Georgie Cooper, Melissa Hanger   
 

UK Sport Cut Funding 
 
In the week that saw UK Sport refuse to overturn their decision not to provide funding for 
indoor volleyball, local Olympians and GB stars continued their personal legacy commitment. 
Dan Hunter, GB libero with over 100 national caps commented “It is disappointing but not 
unexpected, UK Sports approach to funding team sport is narrow minded and experts like 
Sir Clive Woodward are campaigning for a change in approach. In the meantime, my focus 
is to help put in place a sound infrastructure for volleyball in this area and the signs are very 
encouraging”.  
 
 And the weekends results for local club Wessex certainly endorse that sentiment with 6 out 
of 6 teams making it through to the finals weekend, a feat never achieved before. The pick of 
these being at the Leaf Academy where the Wessex ladies and men’s team both started as 
underdogs in their National Cup quarter finals. First on court were the Wessex Rocare ladies 
who, for the fourth year running, were up against London club Polonia, who have always 
managed to come out ahead. This was enough to focus the minds and a strong starting six 
(Smith, Beddows, Palmer, Jutkiewicz, Dampney, Grimson and Sarah Palmer playing libero) 
took centre stage. 
 
It was clear from the start that both teams really wanted to win the match with strong 
attacking coming from both sides as well as amazing defence meaning that the scores were 
level 17-17. At this point Polonia's confidence and experience enabled them to pull ahead 
and take the first set 25-20. 



 
After a team talk the girls went back on court for the second set knowing that they were 
going to have to step up their game. Sarah Palmer's fearless defence gave the motivation to 
use every attack to test Polonia's block. Again the scores were close with neither team 
breaking more than 3 points ahead, a time out called at 21-20 allowed Wessex to clear their 
heads and bring up set point. Cheaney came on for Jutkiewicz and served for the set taking 
it 25-22. 
 
 It remained close in the 3rd set and at 12-12 Tinker came on for Beddows as setter which 
changed the tempo enabling the Wessex hitters to get around Polonia's block and find the 
floor. Strong serving by Tinker took Wessex ahead and the third set 25-22. 
 
With the adrenaline flowing and noise from the crowd ringing in their ears Wessex drove 
hard taking a 10-2 lead. Impenetrable blocking blunted the Polonia attack whilst some killer 
attacks and brilliant defence brought Wessex to set and match point. A perfect pass allowed 
Tinker to do a clever second touch which Polonia weren't expecting securing the match 3 – 1 
and a place in the Semi-Finals.  
The stage was then set for the men to see how they could fare against the 2nd best team in 
the country. The starting 6 of Chevau, Pipes, Hunter, Pitman, Clayton, Lasocki with Batt as 
libero started well forcing Malory to make a number of errors. Wessex took advantage of the 
small Malory block winning a number of points through the outside position with Pitman and 
Hunter both hitting smart and Clayton blocking Malory’s middle hitter. Tactical serving 
enabled Wessex to shut out the opponents hitting options and extend their lead. Espinoza, 
Butcher and Clare entered the frame for Pipes and Chevau and Clayton, and pushed to win 
the set 25-17.   As expected Malory fought hard in the second set with a number of kill 
blocks and hits to keep it level. Wessex maintained the momentum with Pipes winning a 
number of points, his attack too high for the Malory block. Chevau was finding his hitters 
well, giving one man blocks all over the court. Tough serving, good side out and strong 
blocking restricted Malory as Wessex took the set 25-23. Into the third set Wessex continued 
the service pressure, accurate service reception, huge hits and strong blocking forcing more 
Malory errors. Wessex were cruising, Pipes stuff blocking the Malory attackers time after 
time. After a huge combo from Hunter, a reverse hit from Pipes and it was match point. 
Pipes hit a huge jump serve which Malory failed to respond to giving Wessex a comfortable 
victory25-16 and the match 3 - 0.Dan Hunter, Captain “Obviously a fantastic result for 
Wessex against a highly ranked team in the Super 8s. The overall team performance was 
great and shows what we are capable of. This has been a fantastic weekend for the club 
with success across all age groups, just reward for the hours of training and commitment 
from the coaches. We are all looking forward to the finals weekend“    
 

Wessex U18 Girls through to Last 8s 
 

Wessex U18 girls go through top of the group after demolishing the competition out of the 

water. The Wessex juniors knew it was important finishing top of the group to get an easier 

group when at the Last 8s. Three fantastic team performances ensured not only Wessex went 

through as group winners but no team managed to get more than 15 points in ANY of the sets 

played against Wessex. 

Wessex 2 – 0 Richmond 
After an impressive, intense warm up, Wessex took to the court looking ready to play. They 

carried the momentum through right from the start and were 6-0 up early on, including four 

aces from setter Emma Crane. From here Wessex were attacking aggressively and effectively 

with 'kills' (is this the right word?) from Megan, Katie, Paige and Beth. Defense was also 

strong, with high commitment from libero Holly Merryfield and Vicky Olive. A brilliant shot 

from Charlie Chester sealed the set for Wessex 25-11. 



 

The second set began with Wessex showing lots of energy. After gaining a 5-2 lead with kills 

from Robyn and Megan, Wessex let the lead slip with a few errors to find themselves 5-6 

down. After some close play with both teams winning points, Wessex used two over passes 

from Richmond to their advantage to give them a slight lead at 12-11. Wessex then 

accelerated with a run of 8 points and excellent serving from Robyn Sayers and quick attacks 

by Georgia and Megan. A further kill from Vicky and very strong serves from Megan 

Cheaney lead the team to as 25-14 victory. 

 

Wessex 2 – 0 Academy of Beach Sports 
After a victory in the first match, the Wessex girls faced Academy of Beach Sports in the 

next game. The set kicked off with the opposition making a few errors and hard hitting from 

Megan, Katie and Paige. Robyn's hard serves saw Wessex to a high lead of 11-2, with strong 

defence and sets from Emma the girls soon stormed ahead to 19-5. The momentum of the 

game continued and saw the girls leave the first set with a 25-9 win. 

In the second set, Wessex were determined to show the Academy what they were made of. 

The set kick started with an ace from Emma Crane and hard hits from Robyn and Megan 

whilst Holly was making great defence. After going through a rough patch and losing a few 

points, the Wessex pulled it back with hard hitting and strong serves from Vicky and Beth. 

After a powerful hit, saw Robyn taken off with a twisted knee. The girls didn't let this affect 

their performance and finished the set with a kill from Paige giving them a 25-12 win, 

beating Academy 2-0.  

Wessex 2 – 0 Tendring 
The final game for the Wessex U18 Girls was against the London based club 

Tendring. Wessex had, earlier on in the day, won both of their matches and they were now 

fighting to get the top place in the group. The first set got off to a shaky start with a few 

defensive errors but Wessex soon came back with great hits by middles Katie Nickless and 

Beth Gunter. Although Tendring continued to serve well, Wessex continued to fight every 

point with good defensive pickups from libero Holly Merrifield. Towards the end of the first 

set Wessex was 16-8 in front following some great second touches from setter Emma Crane 

and numerous aces by Vicky Olive and eventually Wessex ran out winners at 25-13. In the 

second set Tendring came back wanting to take the match to a third set by serving even 

tougher and blocking out Wessex. At 9-13 down Wessex knew they needed to focus to win 

the match. With an incredible run of serves from Paige Tuttiett, Wessex was able to take it to 

17-13. Following some more amazing serving and hitting from the Wessex Captain Megan 

Cheaney, Wessex came out on top, winning the final set 25-15, sending them through to Last 

8’s, top of the group! 

 

Wessex U18 Men through to Last 8s 
 

Wessex Junior Men have made it through to the Last 8’s of the National under 18 Cup after 

two wins at the weekend against Chadwell Heath, London and Academy of Beach Sports, 

Devon. 

Wessex were expecting a tough game against the talented boys of Chadwell Heath but they 

didn’t help themselves with a sluggish start. Poor service receive and unforced errors were 

only partially offset by some powerful hitting from Miguel Espinoza. The introduction of 

Sam Walrond helped the pass but it was Gervaise Bynoe who changed the momentum when 

he was subbed on.   Although Wessex were 19-11 down they staged a comeback before 

finally losing the first set 25-19. 



Into the 2nd set and the Wessex momentum was maintained. Koko Stomineov and Espinoza 

got some blocks while Joel Roberts started to find his hitting rhythm on the outside. Wessex 

were let down by too many missed serves but with Peter Rowe showing skills in the 

backcourt and Bynoe continuing to control the game,the set went to Wessex 25-19. 

Going into the decider, Wessex failed to press home their advantage, again lapsing into 

unforced errors and were behind at the changeover. The team spirit was good though and 

Will Van Wingerden got in some stuff middle blocks before his serving pressure forced 

mistakes from Chadwell Heath. A relieved Wessex won 15-11. 

The game against ABS turned out to be an easier match. Sam Allen returned to set, feeding 

his big hitters, Espinoza, Roberts and Stomineov to good effect. Captain Lyle Anderton kept 

the team focused while Ben Torrens hit a few stunning smashes. The first set was won 25-11. 

The second set followed in the same vein. Bynoe, Walrond and Harry Jones came on in the 

second half on the set to see Wessex home 25-15. 

Squad – Lyle Anderton, Miguel Espinoza, Joel Roberts, Gervaise Bynoe, Koko Stomineov, 

Peter Rowe, Will Van Wingerden, Ben Torrens, Sam Walrond, Sam Allen, Harry Jones, Nic 

Morris, Dave Corbin. 

 

Wessex Ladies take Ladies Night by storm! 
 

Eight teams entered the Volleyball Dorset Women's tournament on the 29th Jan 2013.  The 

standard of the teams was high and the atmosphere and spirit was excellent although the 

competitive side did creep in a bit during the latter stages !    Hopefully all enjoyed the 

evening and there have been requests for a similar event in a few months time. 

Pool 1 consisted of Pars, Wessex u16's, BCS and Wessex Ladies.   A fantastic performance 

from the Wessex u16 girls saw them beat Pars and BCS before drawing with Wessex 

Ladies.  This put them top of the group with Pars and Wessex Ladies playing to decide who 

would also reach the semi final.    An impressive performance by Pars saw them heading into 

the semi at 21-18 up but with the seconds ticking by Wessex Ladies fought back and drew 

level just as the final whistle went.  This last point meant that they, rather than Pars went into 

the semi. 

Pool 2 was a slightly more straightforward affair with Wessex u18's winning all three of their 

matches against Panthers, BU and Sandbanks.  There was a drawn game between BU and 

Sandbanks but in the end BU pipped Panthers for the semi place. 

Semi's - The Wessex u16's had started to tire and lost out 20-28 to BU while the Wessex 

Ladies had managed to shake off the rustiness and looked good against the Wessex U18's in a 

32-19 win. 

Final - Having qualified for the later stages by just one point the Wessex Ladies were 

showing some of their old National League skills and some fine serving clinched a 31-16 

victory.  Congratulations to the team of Paula Snow, Karen Beattie, Carol Gordon,  Annetta 

Minard, Becky Gymer, Irene Pendrola, Sandra Dray, Julia Lane. 

(Wessex Ladies  - we are sure that it was all worth the aching muscles and bruises but 

beware - rivals are plotting their revenge!) 

 

Match Report: Wessex Rocare 1 – 3 Team Northumbria 
 

Team Northumbria came to Leaf having not dropped a set all season.  By offering heavily 

subsidised degree courses at North-East universities, they have been able to sign five players 

who played professionally in Europe last season.  They went away having dropped their first 

set and acknowledging that Wessex Rocare had given them their toughest game all season. 



Northumbria opened up a 3 point lead in the 1st set, but Wessex strong hitting by Dampney 

and Palmer pegged them back.  Eventually, the greater power pulled Northumbria away again 

for a 25-20 win.  The second set showed Wessex at their best, edging ahead through tough 

accurate serving, powerful smashing and a never-say-die attitude in backcourt, to draw level 

with a 25-23 win. 

Despite continued resistance and some long, exciting rallies, Northumbria regained 

command, to win the third set by 25-18 and then the fourth by 25-16.  Even these sets were 

not one-sided, with both teams fighting tooth and nail for every point. 

Afterwards, coach Geoff Allen said "I was pleased with the attitude of the players and the 

progress they are making in their play.  If we can keep this improvement up, we will 

challenge even Northumbria at the end of the season.  However, we first have to beat 2nd-

placed London Polonia in the Cup quarter-finals next Saturday at Leaf". 

 

Match Report: Wessex LeAF BU 3 – 0 Nottingham Rockets 
 

Wessex went into the game following a prolonged break due to adverse weather conditions 

which caused a number of NVL games to be called off. London Docklands took top spot in 

the league as their game was able to be played which piled on the pressure for the home team 

not to drop a set. 

New signings Alex Chevau and Tomek Lasocki, both former Polonia players under Vangelis 

were both in the squad of 12, with the team hoping their experience at the top level of English 

volleyball helps push the south coast outfit to the summit of English volleyball. 

A familiar starting line up with Carl Butcher, Ben Pipes, Kirk Pitman, Dan Hunter, Andrew 

Clayton, Olly Batt and Tomek Lasocki making his first appearance through the middle 

entered the court. 

The set started off well for the home team with some big hits from Pitman and Pipes ensuring 

the team went into the first technical time out up. Nottingham were weak on service 

reception, with Wessex piling on the pressure thanks to tough serves from Clayton and 

Pitman. Reception was consistent for Wessex, allowing Butcher to stretch the opponents 

block and give a number of 1 v 1’s and no man blocks. Wessex pushed hard and finished the 

set strongly 25-18. 

In the second set Butcher was replaced by Chevau and Lasocki by Clare. The new players 

took to the court well with Chevau linking to his attacking options allowing points to be 

scored all over the court. Hunter in particular was having a better hitting game, burying a 

number of balls centre court. The set was taken comfortably 25-16. 

The third set saw the same intensity from the home team, who were making less and less 

unforced errors on both service and attack, giving Nottingham a number of problems. Matt 

Hunter and Joe Waterman were put into the mix towards the end of the set, Joe our newest 

signing to help strengthen our back court and defensive options. The away team just couldn’t 

get to grips with the attacking power of the home side, and inevitably lost the set 25-13. 

This bodes well for Wessex, who face Malory on the 2nd in what has to be their biggest game 

of the season so far. Malory currently occupy 2nd place in the super 8’s table, losing 3 games 

and dropping 14 sets. Home advantage will play a key part in the game, with a packed and 

noisy sports hall giving the home team the best chance to progress to the semi-finals of the 

cup. 

 

Wessex Jnr Men 
 



Wessex Junior Men were on a 6 game winning run in the South West Men’s League going 

into the weekends fixtures against Yeovil and Bristol so were hoping for wins to continue 

their climb up the table. 

 With the Wessex Under 16 boys having played their National Cup matches on the Saturday 

coach Lynn Allen was keen to rotate the squad in order to give them a rest in the first match 

against Yeovil.  So although Joel Roberts and Nic Morris started, the early double 

substitution of setter Sam Allen and hitter Ben Torrens meant that the team of Under 18’s 

played out the first set. With Lyle Anderton and Dave Corbin keeping the Yeovil middle 

blockers occupied it meant Miguel Espinoza had room on the outside to power home smashes 

while Sam Walrond also used both wings to win points. Peter Rowe’s passing was a feature 

as the team raced to a 25-16 first set win. 

 Wessex were caught out by the experience Yeovil men at the start of the second but the 

arrival of Will Van Wingerden on court changed that. He served 13 of the Wessex points as 

they recovered to win 25-21.   In the third set some fantastic backcourt retrievals showed the 

Wessex determination and Torrens run of nine accurate serves kept the pressure on 

Yeovil.  25-17 to Wessex and a fine 3-0 win.  MVP - Espinoza 

 With four of the Wessex players having to catch a flight to Holland the team now saw the 

introduction of the u16 boys plus a guest appearance from Wessex National league players 

Carl Butcher and Tom MacArthur against Bristol.  Early indications showed that, missing the 

huge net presence of Espinoza, these two players would be vital if Wessex were going to get 

the win.  

 Bristol tipped into gaps right from the start but once Wessex adjusted their system it became 

apparent that Butcher’s hitting power on the right was going to be hard to stop. Nic Morris 

had a great game, putting hittable sets up to all areas of the court. The safe passing of 

MacArthur and Rowe enabled the middle of Van Wingerden and Anderton to be used but the 

blocking was ineffective so it was a close end to the set at 25-23.   

Wessex got off to a great start in the second set and with Morris combining well with 

England Junior, Joel Roberts on the outside, they never looked in danger.  25-19.  The second 

set was hard fought and a good test for the Wessex youngsters.  Torrens continued his 

excellent serving but it was Harry Jones who added some stability in the pass as well as some 

accurate serving at 17-17 which lifted Wessex.  With Butcher still dominate the set was won 

25-20.   MVP- Morris 

Squad - Lyle Anderton, Ben Torrens, Nic Morris, Miguel Espinoza, Joel Roberts, Harry 

Jones, Will Van Wingerden,  Peter Rowe, Sam Walrond, Sam Allen, Dave Corbin, Carl 

Butcher and Tom MacArthur. 

 

Wessex Jnr Men 
 

With the National Junior Cup second round fast approaching, the Wessex Junior Men went to 

Bristol in the SW League looking for good performances to spur them on their way. 

The first game was against Plymouth, who always give some amusing friendly verbal 

interaction through the net. However, despite the attempts to distract Wessex, the young side 

was extremely successful in the passing from Harry Jones and libero, Peter 

Rowe.    Wessex’s star man was again Venezuelan Miguel Espinoza who won point after 

point hitting the ball powerfully into all areas.  It was Will Van Wingerden’s serving run 

which gave Wessex the final push to a 25-20 first set win.   Float serving from Joel Roberts in 

the second got Wessex Juniors off to a good start and with all players combing well the set 

was won 25-18.  Nick Morris took over the setting duties in the third set and gave excellent 

hitting opportunities to Espinoza, Roberts and Ben Torrens.  Dave Corbin replaced Lyle 

Anderton in the middle as the set was finished off 25-17.   The next game was against The 



City of Bristol, who were equally ambitious in their attempts to beat Wessex;  Their quote 

was “young boys to their men” which was true as the Wessex boys were half the age of most 

of the Bristol team !  

The Bristol experience (six of whom still play Div 2 National League) was evident in the first 

parts of the match as the home side were too quick and out thought the Wessex boys taking a 

7-1 lead. This Wessex team are fighters though and aided by consistent serving from 

Anderton and Jones closed to 19-20. However the Bristol Polish star, Musalimas, powered 

five heavy top spin serves into court and, despite the attempts from Gervaise Bynoe, Wessex 

were unable to get a meaningful attack back.    19-25.  

What a response from the Wessex team, digging in and getting fantastic support from the 

bench players they traded points with Bristol. Setter Sam Allen helped Roberts and Espinoza 

gain net superiority and the occasional set to middles Van Wingerden and Corbin kept Bristol 

guessing. Brilliant serving from Espinoza clinched the set 25-22. The third set followed the 

same lines until a run of finely placed serves from Ben Torrens pinned Bristol back and 

Wessex took a 15 -5 lead. Wessex won the third 25-14. Bristol weren’t finished though and 

experience was telling on court. An amazing chase retrieval from Jones wasn’t enough to get 

Wessex back on track and although the introduction of Bynoe changed the momentum the set 

was lost 25-21.   Into the deciding set and coach Allen freshened the team by re introducing 

Anderton and Jones. The momentum had switched to Wessex in the final stages of the fourth 

set and it continued.  Big point winner was Espinoza but the whole squad were the stars as 

they showed fantastic team spirit, both on and off court, to fight for a deserved win 15-10.   

Squad – Joel Roberts, Miguel Espinova, Gervaise Bynoe, Sam Allen, Nick Morris, Peter 

Rowe, Harry Jones, Ben Torrens, Will Van Wingerden, Lyle Anderton, Dave Corbin. 

 

Wessex U16 Girls Campaign Begins 
 

Wessex U16 girls are hoping that their snow affected National Cup campaign can finally take 

place this weekend. The recent snow caused the cancelation of the pool first time round 

which has now been rescheduled for SUNDAY 3RD FEB,  with the new date comes a new 

venue Brockenhurst College. 

The girls are determined to make the last eights and would love some travelling support, to 

what is still a home fixture. 'Brock' is only 30 mins drive from Poole and easy to get to by 

train (the college is only 2min walk from Brock station) so start planning your New Forest 

day out NOW!  Wessex open preceding at 1120 with what could be a tough match against 

Team Southampton, with matches against London Lynx and Wiltshire Mavericks later in the 

day. 

The squad boasts several players who finished third in last years U15 National 

Championships, as well as several new signings, which has produced a balanced squad with 

strength in depth.  The team will be led by captain and outside hitter Holly  Merrifeld who 

will be assisted by vice captain and new signing this season Wenna Grigg.  One of the teams 

strengths will be via their two six foot plus middle hitters Rachael McNeil and Milly Smith, 

who it is hoped can dominate the middle in both attack and defence.  The team boasts a good 

passing unit which combined with the excellent distribution of setter Lois Chitticks should 

give the team good attacking options. 

Squad - Holly Merrifeld, Wenna Grigg, Amber Davies,  Georgia Heggs, Georgie Cooper, 

Iona Hemming, Lizzie Wyatt, Lois Chitticks,  Melissa Hanger, Milly Smith, Rachael McNeil, 

Tess Power. 

The college address is Brockenhurst College, Lyndhurst Rd, Brockenhurst, Hampshire, SO42 

7ZE. 

 



Double Success for Wessex Jnr Men 
 

With the National Junior Cup second round fast approaching, the Wessex Junior Men went to 

Bristol in the SW League looking for good performances to spur them on their way. 

 

The first game was against Plymouth, who always give some amusing friendly verbal 

interaction through the net. However, despite the attempts to distract Wessex, the young side 

was extremely successful in the passing from Harry Jones and libero, Peter 

Rowe.    Wessex’s star man was again Venezuelan Miguel Espinoza who won point after 

point hitting the ball powerfully into all areas.  It was Will Van Wingerden’s serving run 

which gave Wessex the final push to a 25-20 first set win.   Float serving from Joel Roberts in 

the second got Wessex Juniors off to a good start and with all players combing well the set 

was won 25-18.  Nick Morris took over the setting duties in the third set and gave excellent 

hitting opportunities to Espinoza, Roberts and Ben Torrens.  Dave Corbin replaced Lyle 

Anderton in the middle as the set was finished off 25-17.   The next game was against The 

City of Bristol, who were equally ambitious in their attempts to beat Wessex;  Their quote 

was “young boys to their men” which was true as the Wessex boys were half the age of most 

of the Bristol team !  

The Bristol experience (six of whom still play Div 2 National League) was evident in the first 

parts of the match as the home side were too quick and out thought the Wessex boys taking a 

7-1 lead. This Wessex team are fighters though and aided by consistent serving from 

Anderton and Jones closed to 19-20. However the Bristol Polish star, Musalimas, powered 

five heavy top spin serves into court and, despite the attempts from Gervaise Bynoe, Wessex 

were unable to get a meaningful attack back.    19-25.  

What a response from the Wessex team, digging in and getting fantastic support from the 

bench players they traded points with Bristol. Setter Sam Allen helped Roberts and Espinoza 

gain net superiority and the occasional set to middles Van Wingerden and Corbin kept Bristol 

guessing. Brilliant serving from Espinoza clinched the set 25-22. The third set followed the 

same lines until a run of finely placed serves from Ben Torrens pinned Bristol back and 

Wessex took a 15 -5 lead. Wessex won the third 25-14. Bristol weren’t finished though and 

experience was telling on court. An amazing chase retrieval from Jones wasn’t enough to get 

Wessex back on track and although the introduction of Bynoe changed the momentum the set 

was lost 25-21.   Into the deciding set and coach Allen freshened the team by re introducing 

Anderton and Jones. The momentum had switched to Wessex in the final stages of the fourth 

set and it continued.  Big point winner was Espinoza but the whole squad were the stars as 

they showed fantastic team spirit, both on and off court, to fight for a deserved win 15-10.   

 

Squad – Joel Roberts, Miguel Espinova, Gervaise Bynoe, Sam Allen, Nick Morris, Peter 

Rowe, Harry Jones, Ben Torrens, Will Van Wingerden, Lyle Anderton, Dave Corbin. 

 

Wessex LeAF Vs Birmingham Match Report 
 

The first game of 2013 saw the league leaders at home to bottom team Birmingham. Wessex 

will be looking to win all of their games 3-0 in order to give them the best chance of winning 

the league whilst Birmingham will be hoping to win their 1st game of the season and avoid 

the drop. The doom and gloom of the weather outside didn’t deter supporters from attending 

and supporting their home team. 

The 1st set saw setter Butcher, opposite and captain for the game Pipes, Clare and Clayton 

middle and Pitman and Espinoza outside with Olly Batt Debuting in the libero role. Dan 

Hunter was out of the side with a back injury, with substitutes Stout, Walrond, Dampney, 



Hunter and Palmer. The first set saw a nervy start for the home team, who made a number of 

unforced errors to allow Birmingham to stay close at the first technical time out. Serve 

receive looked shaky without Hunter on the court, making it difficult for the middles to be 

introduced into the game. Big hitting options through the wings kept Wessex in the lead, and 

they weren’t punished for a number of mistakes, taking the first set 25-22. 

The second set started at the first, with a number of unforced errors. Libero Batt was getting 

used to his new role with passing improving with every touch and Espinoza having a bigger 

influence on the game in the opposite role. Birmingham continued to push hard and didn’t 

allow the home side out of their sights. A double sub meant Stout came on to set back court 

and Pipes to bolster the attack which helped as big hits from Pitman and Pipes pushed 

Wessex closer to the set. Walrond came on and served tough down the line, allowing Wessex 

a free ball which was converted and the set was won 25-20. 

In the third set, Stout continued setting, Hunter came on through the outside and Palmer used 

as the second libero. Rotation error meant Birmingham went  4-0 up at the beginning of the 

3rd set, which was soon wiped away with Wessex winning the race to the technical 8-7. A 

combination of different players on court, a lack of concentration and a large number of 

mistakes meant Birmingham were leading 16-12. Butcher then re-entered the court in place 

of Stout. Both sides traded points to 20-15 when Butcher went to the serving line and closed 

out the set 25-20. A nervous end to the set and a big push from the home team sparked some 

enthusiasm from the crowd for the first time in the game. 

Overall, a nervous and error strewn first game of the New Year but another 3-0 win and 

another step closer to promotion. The team will now be training hard for their next game 

which sees Wessex travel to Danes Watford, another team still pushing for promotion. 

 

Congratulations to Carl Butcher, todays MVP. 

 

Wessex Rocare v Malory, London 
 

Wessex Rocare Women travelled to London determined to improve upon their first Super 

8's match of the season when they lost at home to Malory.  Olympic star, Zara Dampney, was 

facing her Olympic partner, Shauna Mullin for the first time.  However, coach Geoff Allen 

was concerned that his team might be a bit rusty after the Christmas break compared with 

Malory who had four players in the England team that played in Luxembourg last week.  He 

needn't have been concerned.  Wessex Rocare stormed into a 12-6 lead, with Zara Dampney 

nigh on impossible to stop.  Setter, Annie Tinker continued to control the game, enabling 

Wessex Rocare to maintain a 6 point lead and win the first set 25-19. 

The change of ends brought a change of momentum.  Despite holding a 7-6 lead, Wessex 

Rocare struggled for the rest of the set, losing 25-19.   However, the start of the third set saw 

Wessex Rocare regain the initiative through accurate smashing by Jess Smith and Lizzie 

Smith to take a 15-8 lead.  Further big hitting byZara Dampney continued to keep the 

pressure on Malory for Wessex Rocare to win 2516 for a 2-1 lead. 

 

The fourth set saw Malory edge ahead, building a 4 point lead.  Despite Wessex Rocare 

coming back from 24-20 to 24-23, Malory managed to close out the set and take the match 

into the deciding fifth set.  Malory held a 1 point lead for most of the set and despite 

Wessex Rocare staving off the first match point at 14-12 down, Malory managed to convert 

their second opportunity to the set 15-13, to win the match by 3 sets to 2. 

Afterwards, coach Geoff Allen, felt that both the performance and efforts had been good, but 

that Malory had gradually read Wessex Rocare's attacks as the match went on, being able to 

pick them up and counter-attack more and more. 



 

Will van Wingerden - National Talent Orientation 
 

The aim of the NTOC is to provide highly talented young sports people, aged 14-19 with a 

unique insight into the world of performance sport nd prepare them for the personal, sporting, 

academic and vocational challenges that lie ahead. 

I was selected by my national governing body, Volleyball England, to take part in four days 

of focused workshops and activities with professional athlete mentors. 

 

There were young people from 12 sports ranging from cycling, canoeing, netball to 

wheelchair basketball, all of us are competing at national team level and demonstrate the 

ability to be on a senior programme within our chosen sport. 

The themes of the camp were humility, hunger and honesty in sport. We were challenged 

with the question "do you know what it takes: have you got what it takes?". 

Following the opening ceremony and a short night sleep we found ourselves doing strength 

and conditioning training at 6:30 in the morning with BBC Breakfast filming along side. The 

day continued with a mixture of cross sport training with the other athletes and workshops 

with our athlete mentors discussing short and long term goals. My athlete mentor was Ben 

Pipes who was captain on the GB men's Olympic volleyball team at London 2012 and I also 

worked with Rich Hounslow who won a silver medal for canoeing in London 2012. They 

shared with us their personal journeys and decisions which challenged them along the way to 

be an elite athlete. I found this inspirational as their backgrounds are not dissimilar to mine. 

Saturday was China day, we were presented with noodles for breakfast and chickens feet with 

pig trotters for lunch, after all you don't always get to choose where you compete. 

For me personally the camp has given me an insight into an elite athletes life journey and has 

only strengthened my resolve to chase my dream of being a professional volleyball player, 

which is not going to be easy but I know if I want it enough I will achieve it.   
 


